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ABSTRACT
Of the wide variety of existing optical techniques for non-contact 3D surface mapping,
Fourier Transform Interferometry (FTI) is the method that most elegantly combines
simplicity with high speed and high resolution. FTI generates continuous-phase surface
maps from a projected optical interference pattern, which is generated with a simple
double-pinhole source and collected in a single snapshot using conventional digital
camera technology. For enhanced stability and reduced system size, the fringe source
can be made from a fiber optic coupler.
Unfortunately, many applications require mapping of surfaces that contain challenging
features not ideally suited for reconstruction using FTI. Rough and discontinuous
surfaces, commonly seen in applications requiring imaging of rock particles, present a
unique set of obstacles that cannot be overcome using existing FTI techniques. This
work is based on an original analysis of the limitations of FTI and the means in which
errors are generated by the particular features encountered in the aggregate mapping
application.
Several innovative solutions have been developed to enable the use of FTI on rough and
discontinuous surfaces. Through filter optimization and development of a novel phase
unwrapping and referencing technique, the Method of Multiple References (MoMR), this
work has enabled surface error correction and simultaneous imaging of multiple particles
using FTI.
A complete aggregate profilometry system has been constructed, including a MoMR-FTI
software package and graphical user interface, to implement these concepts. The system
achieves better than 22µm z-axis resolution, and comprehensive testing has proven it
capable to handle a wide variety of particle surfaces. A range of additional features have
been developed, such as error correction, particle boundary mapping, and automatic data
quality windowing, to enhance the usefulness of the system in its intended application.
Because of its high accuracy, high speed and ability to map varied particles, the
developed system is ideally suited for large-scale aggregate characterization in highway
research laboratories. Additionally, the techniques developed in this work are potentially
useful in a large number of applications in which surface roughness or discontinuities
pose a challenge.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
A great deal of prior work has been devoted to the development and refinement of
optical 3D surface mapping methods because of their almost limitless range of
applications. Optical profilometry systems can generate highly accurate surface data, and
unlike contact measurements, they can collect data remotely, without touching or
modifying the surface in any way. Potential applications of optical profilometry
techniques include aerial mapping, turbine vane inspection, electronic circuit board
inspection, MEMS device characterization, and many others [1].
The complex and varied nature of the 3D imaging problem has resulted in the
development of a tremendous number of different profilometry systems and data
processing techniques, each with its own advantages and disadvantages. Challenging
surfaces may include large or small-scale roughness, inhomogeneous regions, sharp
edges, large height variations, discontinuities, and various types of noise or interference.
In application-based system design, the imaging device is suited to a particular range of
parameters that are common to the types of surfaces observed in desired application.
This work is focused on the development of an optical interferometry technique
for mapping of rough and discontinuous surfaces. Intended for imaging of a wide variety
of aggregate particles, the technique is stable, fast, accurate, and noise-resistant. Several
novel system design and fringe processing techniques have been developed to enhance an
existing technology, Fourier Transform Interferometry, by removing its key limitations to
meet the needs of the particle mapping application.
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1.1 Motivation & Goals for Particle Imaging
The push for improved performance, longevity, and efficient use of materials has
been a central theme of most recent advancements in pavement design and construction.
Aggregates play an important role in the composition of such pavements and have
therefore generated a great deal of interest among highway researchers and engineers.
Through both experimental measurement [2] and theoretical models [3], the aggregate
properties of shape, surface roughness, and angularity have been identified as playing a
major role in pavement performance.
This recent focus on the detailed surface properties of aggregates has generated a
need for high-resolution imaging in particle characterization, which until recently has
been based on 2D and quasi-3D measurements [4]. In the interest of improved accuracy,
there is now a demand for a surface profilometry system capable of producing highresolution 3D images of the large variety of aggregates used in modern pavements.
Such a system must be efficient and easy to use, having the capability to perform
non-contact imaging of multiple particles in a laboratory or field setting. It must capture
3D data quickly, without the need for time-intensive scanning procedures. This demand
is particularly important if the system is to be used for large-scale aggregate studies.
Flexibility in particle placement and the ability to map multiple discontinuous particle
surfaces are important additional goals.
An ideal particle imaging system would be constructed from robust, low-cost
components so as to maximize its potential application in field and highway laboratory
work. The fundamental technology should also be scalable so that it may be adapted to a
range of particle sizes.
2
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From an imaging standpoint, an aggregate mapping system must be able to handle
a wide variety of challenging surfaces. Diversity of color, reflectivity, homogeneity,
angularity, and surface roughness are possible among different aggregate types, and these
variations may even be observed on a single particle surface. The system must be
resistant to noise and have high enough resolution to faithfully reproduce the significant
surface features of the range of particles to be imaged.

1.2 Methods of Non-Contact Profilometry
There exists a variety of techniques for non-contact 3D surface mapping, each
with its own advantages and limitations. LADAR systems require expensive high-speed
electronics to achieve high accuracy [5]. Laser scanning systems are slow, and Moiré
methods require complex optical systems and sometimes rely on multiple images for
higher speed and resolution [6]. Focal plane methods either require a precision motorized
objective lens [7] or have limited depth of field and range of viewable particle sizes [8].
Laser interferometry provides an ideal platform for 3D particle imaging because it
combines high resolution with high speed and scalability. A monochromatic fringe
pattern is projected onto the object surface, and through Fourier Transform (FT) image
processing [9, 10], a 3D surface map is reconstructed from the phase of the reflected
interferogram. Unlike phase shifting methods [11, 12], the FT technique works from a
single image, requiring no moving parts or precision phase shifting elements.
Fourier Transform Interferometry (FTI) is attractive in part because of its high
speed; it relies on a pair of snapshot images, taken with a standard CCD camera, to
generate all of the data needed for surface reconstruction. Simplicity and stability are
3
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two other important attributes of FTI. Because FTI requires only a simple double-pinhole
interferometer, a fiber-optic coupler can be used as the fringe projection source [13, 14].
This fiber-based approach offers the compact geometry and high stability required for
usage in highway research laboratories. Most importantly, the FTI technique offers
accurate, continuous mapping of all points in the interferogram image. This is in contrast
to conventional Moiré techniques, which generate a contour map of data based on fringe
peak locations [10].

1.3 Challenges & Intellectual Merit
Fourier Transform Interferometry, first developed by Takeda, et al. [9, 10], and
then adapted for use with a fiber optic coupler by Pennington [13-15], was adopted as the
basic platform for this work. However, existing FTI techniques carry several inherent
limitations that make them difficult to directly apply to the particle imaging application.
The bulk of this work is spent discussing the causes and effects of these limitations as
they pertain to imaging of rough discontinuous surfaces. Several novel techniques have
been developed to build on the prior fiber-based FTI design, enabling more effective,
convenient imaging of these challenging surfaces.
The simplest improvement on Pennington’s system is the use of a higherresolution camera. In the ten years since his work was published, great improvements
have been made in CCD camera technology. The use of a low-noise, electrostaticallycooled 1.3Mpixel CCD array is demonstrated to improve the system resolution
dramatically over what Pennington originally presented.
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This work presents an original analysis of noise in FTI reconstruction of optically
rough surfaces. Several sources of noise and the means in which they corrupt the surface
reconstruction process are investigated. Based on this analysis, a unique noise-mitigation
technique for FTI is developed that combines physical system design and numerical
image processing components.
There are three fundamental limitations of the FTI technique: its strict constraints
on particle placement, its inability to reconstruct multiple discontinuous surfaces, and its
tendency for error propagation. These three attributes of traditional FTI limit its
usefulness in the aggregate imaging application because they can corrupt large areas of
surface data and they eliminate the possibility of multi-particle imaging.
To alleviate these problems, a new FTI data processing technique called the
Method of Multiple References (MoMR) has been developed. This method is a
significant departure from prior efforts to develop a more robust phase unwrapping
technique [16-18]. MoMR focuses on the root of all three FTI problems by allowing the
use of multiple arbitrary reference points for the determination of absolute interferogram
phase.
Through the use MoMR, the limitations on particle placement are drastically
reduced. More importantly, it allows the FTI algorithm to reconstruct surfaces with large
step discontinuities. Unlike adaptive phase unwrapping methods, the algorithm can
handle discontinuities that stretch across the entire image, thus enabling multi-particle
imaging. The technique can also be used to correct the surface error propagation that is
commonly observed on randomly rough particle surfaces.

5
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To complete the particle imaging system, a suite of FTI image processing
software has been developed using Matlab. Complete with a graphical user interface
(GUI), the software handles all of the data processing steps for surface reconstruction,
employing the MoMR technique. Several interesting subroutines have been developed
for this code, including particle boundary mapping, fringe tracking, and automatic
identification and windowing of surface areas based on data quality.
A variety of system tests have been executed to determine resolution and accuracy
and to demonstrate the use of the developed system and data processing techniques for
mapping of a wide variety of particles. The improved FTI system and numerical
techniques developed in this work have resulted in a high-resolution imaging system with
multi-particle capability that meets the needs of the aggregate mapping application.
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Fourier Transform Interferometry (FTI) is a simple technique for measurement of
point-to-point surface height from an intensity image of projected optical fringes. Unlike
Moiré techniques, which rely on the counting of contour fringes, FTI is able to recover
the surface profile based on the continuous phase of the projected interferogram. It can
be performed without the use of any moving parts, and with only one or two single
snapshot images. The techniques and current state of the art for FTI are discussed in this
chapter. Later chapters discuss the detailed system analysis and novel techniques
developed to apply FTI to the challenging particle mapping application.
The basic FT interferometric imaging geometry is shown in Figure 2.1. A series
of fringes is projected onto the imaging surface by a Young's double-pinhole
interferometer with a separation of 2a. This fringe source can be a classical doublepinhole mask, or it can be made from a fiber optic coupler to improve system stability
and reduce cost over conventional bulk optics [15]. The fringe projection axes and object
axes are separated by an angle β, which serves a critical purpose in the FTI technique.

Figure 2.1. Basic FTI system geometry
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The projected interferogram intensity is given by I(x,y), where I0(x,y) is the
Gaussian beam spot pattern, and φ(x,y) is the surface-dependent interferogram phase.
The δφ term represents the phase offset error of the double pinhole interferometer and is
discussed in more detail in Section 3.3.2. For this analysis, unless otherwise stated, δφ is
assumed to be zero.
I ( x, y ) = 2 I 0 ( x, y ) ⎡⎣1 + cos (ϕ ( x, y ) + δϕ ) ⎤⎦

(2.1)

Conversion to the object coordinate system shows that the periodic fringe pattern
is modulated by the varying surface height z(x,y) [13, 14]. The equation for spatiallyvarying phase assumes that the fringes are oriented vertically, along the y-direction. In
reality, they may be tilted slightly, but this has no effect when using the surface
reconstruction technique described in Section 2.3.1.

ϕ ( x, y ; z ) =

4π a

λ

⋅

x cos β + z ( x, y ) sin β
d P + x sin β − z ( x, y ) cos β

(2.2)

For the purposes of illustrating the operational principle of FTI, a simplifying
approximation can be made by assuming that the pinhole-to-object distance dP is much
larger than the extent of x, y or z. This assumption is valid for the geometry of the
physical system, in which dP > 10 · max(∆x, ∆y, ∆z), and it is used in a variety of other
illustrative calculations throughout this work.

ϕ ( x, y ; z ) ≈

4π a
( x cos β + z ( x, y ) sin β )
λdP

Equation (2.3) clearly illustrates the role that the projection angle β plays in the
FTI process. By tilting the illumination axis relative to the object/viewing axes, the
8
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interference fringes become chirped, and they are made to be dependent on surface height
z(x,y). Note that the large dP approximation exaggerates this effect slightly; if β were
zero, there still would be a very small dependence φ(z), but it would be impractical for
use as a profilometry technique.
In an exact sense, the surface profile z(x,y) could be calculated from the phase φ
using the following equation. Therefore, the goal of FTI is to determine this spatially
varying phase term from the intensity values of the projected interferogram.

z( x, y) =

ϕ ( x, y) [ dP + x sin β ] − 2ka ⋅ x cos β
ϕ ( x, y)cos β + 2ka ⋅ x sin β

(2.4)

The first step in the FTI process is to take the row-by-row Fourier Transform of
the interferogram data along the x-direction. Figure 2.2(a) shows a single-row FFT of an
interferogram projected on a flat calibration plate. The curve is a two-sided FFT which
shows a strong peak at DC and a pair of peaks at the fundamental fringe frequency f0.

f0 ≡

2a
1 dϕ
cos β ≈
2π dx
λdP

Figure 2.2. Basic FTI algorithm on flat surface
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The sinusoidally-varying interferogram can be represented in amplitude/phase
form to illustrate the appearance of the positive and negative frequency sidebands in the
FFT. First, the fundamental frequency f0 is separated from the total phase, and the
additive and multiplicative intensity variations are represented by a(x,y) and b(x,y).
I ( x, y ) = a ( x, y ) + b( x, y ) cos [ 2π f 0 x + ϕ '( x ) ]

(2.6)

Written in complex amplitude form, c(x,y) represents the surface-dependent
modulation effect on the signal [13].

I ( x, y ) = a( x, y) + c( x, y ) exp [i 2π f 0 x ] + c* ( x, y ) exp [ −i 2π f0 x ]
where

1
c( x, y ) = b( x, y ) exp [iϕ '( x, y )]
2

(2.7)

After the aforementioned Fourier transform operation, the upper side-band
modulation term c(x,y) can be extracted through a filtering operation and inverse-FFT.
Note that the single-sideband filter, which is shown as the Gaussian-shaped red curve in
Figure 2.2(a) is applied by multiplication in the frequency domain, which occurs between
execution of the FFT/IFFT steps [9, 10, 15].
I ( f x , y ) = A( f x , y ) + C ( f x − f 0 , y ) + C * ( f x − f 0 , y )
C ( f x − f 0 , y ) = BPF { I ( f x , y )}

c( x, y ) = IFFT {C ( f x − f 0 , y )}

After the IFFT operation, the total phase φ can be calculated using a simple
angular relationship [19]. Note that in theory, the phase calculated is φ’(x,y) ≡ φ(x,y)-f0.
In practice, no downshifting is performed in the intermediate step, and the total phase
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φ(x,y) is output from the operation described below. A logarithm can also be used to
perform this final FTI step [9, 10], and the results are observed to be identical.

⎛ Im {c( x, y)} ⎞
⎟⎟
⎝ Re {c( x, y)} ⎠

ϕ '( x, y) = tan −1 ⎜⎜

From this basic analysis, FTI has several apparent advantages. Fundamentally,
FTI requires only a single intensity image in order to reconstruct the full surface profile
(in fact, a secondary image is often required for referencing). No moving parts or
modulation of the illumination source are required. The reconstructed phase appears to
be independent of both additive and multiplicative intensity noise a(x,y) and b(x,y). In
practice, this is also only partially true, a fact that is analyzed in detail later in this
chapter.

2.1 Phase Unwrapping
From Figure 2.2(b), it is clear that the calculated phase φ(x,y) is bounded by +/-π
radians. This is an unavoidable artifact of the final step in the FTI process, and it
necessitates an additional step to convert to a monotonically-increasing function φU(x,y).
In its simplest form, a phase unwrapping algorithm simply moves along each
row, shifting the wrapped phase at all the points where it experiences a 2π jump [20].
Noise in the intensity image or jumps of greater than 2π can cause significant problems to
any phase unwrapping algorithm. Unfortunately, for the simple technique described
above, these problems result in errors that propagate, ruining the data at all points
unwrapped after the error point.

11
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A great deal of prior work has been focused on development of a robust solution
to the error propagation problem in phase unwrapping. Comprehensive reviews of the
existing techniques have been written by others [13, 21-23]. To provide a background
and motivation for the phase unwrapping and referencing techniques developed in this
work, a brief summary of existing phase unwrapping methods is presented by dividing
them into two categories: physical and computational.
Physical phase unwrapping methods employ a more advanced fringe projection
system to reduce or eliminate the difficulties associated with jumps of ∆φ > 2π. These
conditions are commonly associated with large step discontinuities (Section 5.3.1). At
their fundamental level, all of the physical techniques involve modulation of either the
spatial or temporal properties of the light, through phase shifting [12, 24, 25], use of a
spatial light modulator [26], or by beating interferograms with different fringe
frequencies [27]. None of these techniques are compatible with the simplified fiber
coupler-based fringe source, and due to their complexity, they were not considered for
use in the imaging system.
Computational methods, such as those developed by Ghiglia [16], Tribolet [17]
and Huntley [18], attempt to eliminate error propagation by unwrapping the twodimensional phase map in adaptive ways. Although they may be somewhat
computationally intensive, these algorithms provide good solutions to handle errors
caused by localized discontinuities. However, these computational techniques are all
based on fixed-fringe referencing (Section 2.2.1). This renders them unable to handle
discontinuities that extend the entire length of the surface, making simultaneous mapping
of multiple discontinuous surfaces impossible.
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In this work, the unwrap() command in Matlab was used as the primary phase
unwrapping technique. Similar to Itoh’s method [28], the algorithm provides fast singlerow phase unwrapping which is somewhat resistant to image noise. Itoh’s method is not
one of the computationally-advanced techniques for elimination of error propagation.
Instead of using one of these adaptive techniques, research efforts were focused on fringe
referencing to develop a technique for that would also allow multi-particle imaging and
reconstruction of large step discontinuities.

2.2 Fringe Referencing
2.2.1 Fixed Reference Techniques
The nonlinear relationship of z(φ) in Equation (2.4) shows that a relative
measurement of φU cannot be used for surface reconstruction. This absolute phase
requirement is caused by the slight curvature of φ(x) which is generated by the nonzero
projection angle β. Extraction of the interferogram phase using FTI yields this type of
relative measurement, to which a reference must be applied prior to surface
reconstruction.
Regardless of the phase unwrapping technique, the fringe pattern must be
“referenced.” In past work, a single, unique reference fringe was used to perform the
conversion to absolute phase [10, 13]. This fixed reference fringe can be identified in a
variety of ways, including a-priori knowledge based on a limited surface height range
[10], phase shifting [12], or projection of multiple fringe patterns with differing periods
[14, 24].
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To better achieve the goal of system simplicity and stability, the dual-wavelength
approach to reference fringe identification was employed [14]. Using the same doublepinhole interferometer, two separate images are generated by projection of fringes at two
different wavelengths. From Equation (2.5), it is clear that the fundamental frequency is
scaled linearly by the illumination wavelength. In this configuration, the shorter
wavelength, which generates a shorter fringe period and higher measurement resolution
(Section 4.2), is used as the primary imaging source, and the longer one is used only for
referencing.
In his original work, Pennington chose to use the secondary wavelength image to
locate the zero-order fringe: the point which is equidistant from the two pinholes. For
arbitrary fringe order M, the horizontal coordinate of the fringe peak x0(M) can be derived
from the simplified phase expression in Equation (2.3).

ϕ ( x0( M ) ) = M ⋅ 2π
⇒ x0( M ) ≈ M

λdP
2a cos β

− z tan β

x0(0) ≈ − z tan β
The zero-order fringe (M=0) is the only intensity peak whose position does not
vary with wavelength. Therefore, it can be easily identified as the fringe peak located at
the same position in both the primary and reference images. This method can be used on
unknown surfaces for unique determination of the zero-order fringe location in each
image row. Once the horizontal locations of the zero-order peak are located row-by-row,
the unwrapped relative phase map can then be numerically shifted so that φU is zero at
the location of each reference point.
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Figure 2.3. Dual-wavelength method of locating the zero-order reference fringe

Disadvantages of Fixed Fringe Referencing
Equation (2.10) was derived under the assumption that the fringe source is ideal
and has zero offset error δφ. In practice, this assumption places strict requirements on the
calibration of the fringe source, a disadvantage that is discussed in detail in Section 3.3.2.
If a nonzero value of δφ is included in the derivation of Equation (2.10), there will be an
offset between the fringe peak locations at the two wavelengths ∆λx0 ≠ 0, even for the
zero order fringe.
Fixed-fringe referencing further limits the usage of FTI because every row to be
processed must contain a reference point. For irregularly-shaped surfaces, this means that
some information may be lost at the upper and lower boundaries of the object. Multiple
objects are impossible to image because at most, the fixed reference fringe is projected on
only one surface (Figure 2.4).
One of the primary issues regarding phase unwrapping is its contribution to error
propagation. Because the phase is unwrapped sequentially, each point in the unwrapped
signal is determined by its relationship to its neighbors [28]. Later shifting of the phase to
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equal zero at the location of the reference fringe is akin to unwrapping outward from the
location of that fringe. When localized surface errors occur in a data row, they obscure
the relative phase information in all subsequent points allow the row [16, 18, 21]. The
resulting surface reconstruction errors tend to propagate horizontally, allowing localized
problems to ruin larger areas of otherwise good data (Figure 2.5).

Figure 2.4. Illustration of reference fringe relationship to mapping area

Figure 2.5. Row error propagation example on rough granite particle
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2.2.2 Method of Multiple References
The three drawbacks listed above make fixed-fringe referencing difficult to apply
in aggregate imaging. To enable use of the simple, stable fiber coupler-based fringe
source, the surface reconstruction algorithm must be able to accommodate a nonzero
phase error. The phase unwrapping and referencing technique must be able to eliminate
the propagation of errors that occur on irregular particle surfaces while enabling multiparticle imaging. These requirements motivated development of a new technique, called
the Method of Multiple References (MoMR) to achieve all three goals [29].
The basic idea behind MoMR is very simple: it allows the user to select any
arbitrary fringe as the reference. This idea carries two main consequences. First, it
allows a fringe of arbitrary order to be selected as the reference (not just M = 0).
Through use of a lookup table, the MoMR algorithm is able to uniquely identify fringe
order on any unknown surface geometry. Once the selected fringe is recognized as the
Mth order, the unwrapped phase is shifted to equal M·2π at the reference point in each
row.
Secondly, MoMR allows a single interferogram image to be processed multiple
times, using multiple reference fringes. This property can be used for surface error
correction. Because point errors propagate outward, away from the reference point,
processing the same image with multiple reference fringes can generate multiple areas of
good data centered on each reference fringe. An algorithm has been developed to handle
the automatic combination of these corrected images (Section 5.3.2), generating an errorfree composite image.
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Because the MoMR error correction technique is based on absolute phase,
referenced at different points in the image, it does not require an error-free phase
unwrapping path to link separated areas of data (unlike computational unwrapping
methods [16, 18]). This property allows MoMR to handle step discontinuities that extend
the entire length of the surface. To our knowledge, it is the only computational phase
referencing/unwrapping technique that can do so. This property is what enables MoMR
to handle multi-particle imaging. Each discrete surface represents an “island” of data
surrounded by a step discontinuity. By selecting multiple references, one on each
surface, any number of distinct particles can be mapped from a single interferogram
image.

2.3 Calibration& Surface Reconstruction
2.3.1 Quadratic Fit Reconstruction
After calculating, unwrapping, and referencing the phase, the final step in the FTI
process is to convert φU(x,y) to a surface map z(x,y). At first glance, Equation (2.4)
seems appropriate to perform this conversion. However, use of this equation requires
exact knowledge of the system geometry. Although a technique has been developed for
measuring dP, β and 2a from the projected interferogram, even tiny inconsistencies in this
measurement will cause a nonlinear error in the reconstructed output. The relatively
small chirp of the fringe frequency makes this process extremely sensitive and
impractical for real-world use.
Saldner and Huntley developed an interesting pixel-by-pixel calibration method
for a slightly different application [26], which was then adapted to FTI reconstruction by
18
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Pennington [13]. In this technique, the relationship between phase and surface height is
approximated by a unique quadratic function for each pixel (m,n) in the image. Saldner
and Huntley proved this method to be highly accurate over a range of surface heights up
to 10% of the camera-to-object distance, which is of 619mm in our geometry (Section
3.1).
z ( m , n ) = p 0 ( m , n ) + p1 ( m , n ) ⋅ ϕ ( m , n ) + p 2 ( m , n ) ⋅ ϕ 2 ( m , n )

2.3.2 System Calibration
In order to perform the pixel-by-pixel reconstruction, the system must undergo a
one-time calibration to generate the quadratic fit matrices p0, p1 and p2. To perform this
task, a calibration plate, constructed from an optical flat that was painted white, was
placed on the particle tray. A micrometer with 5um resolution was used to raise the
calibration target throughout the ∆zrange = 25mm imaging range. Fringe projection
images were taken at 19 measurement heights.

Figure 2.6. Calibration target on micrometer platform
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Next, the unwrapped, referenced phase of each interferogram was calculated
using the FTI process. After compilation of 19 phase maps at varying z-values, a pixelby-pixel quadratic fit was performed to determine z(φ) at each (x,y) location (Figure 2.7).
This calibration step is a time-consuming process that needs only to be performed once.
After the pixel-by-pixel quadratic fit, the matrices p0, p1 and p2 are used in each
subsequent reconstruction of unknown surfaces.

Figure 2.7. Pixel-by-pixel quadratic fit calibration

In addition to its flexibility regarding knowledge of system geometrical
parameters, the quadratic fit calibration has several additional advantages. Because it
makes a direct measurement of z(φ) at each pixel, the technique automatically accounts
for misalignment and aberration errors in the system. The expected phase for a given
surface height is known at each point, without the need perfectly straight, vertical fringes,
a perfect lens, or a perfect adjustment of the mirror and collection optics.
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Chapter 3 System Design & Construction
Using the basic principles described in Chapter 2 a FTI profilometry system was
built specifically for 3D imaging of aggregate particles. Design and construction of the
system was an iterative process. Through trial and error, a variety of important
parameters were identified and analyzed, and new schemes were developed to enhance
system performance for the particle imaging application. This chapter presents a detailed
discussion of the evolution of the system design and an analysis of the phenomena that
constrained the system and motivated changes to the design along the way.

Figure 3.1. FTI particle imaging system

3.1 Image Collection System
Once of the attractive attributes of FTI is that it requires only a single standard
camera and lens system to collect the data needed for 3D surface reconstruction. The
camera and lens components were chosen to achieve the highest accuracy possible, both
in the horizontal (x,y) and vertical (z) axes. The main factor in determining horizontal
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resolution is the magnification of the lens system. For surface height measurement (zaxis), the number of resolvable intensity levels determines the CCD-limited measurement
resolution.

Figure 3.2. CCD camera, bellows, and macro lens assembly

3.1.1 CCD Camera
Given these general guidelines, an electrostatically-cooled CCD camera was
chosen as the image collection device. Designed for use in low-light astronomy
applications, the Starlight Xpress SXVF-H9 is a monochrome camera with 16-bit
resolution. The true resolution of the camera is limited by its noise floor. Cooling of the
CCD array helps to reduce thermal noise, thereby pushing the effective range closer to
the full 16-bit ceiling.
In later analysis, it is assumed that the camera has at least 12 bit effective
resolution. A dark noise test was performed to confirm this assumption by closing the
system enclosure and taking a series of images at different exposure times. This test
measures the total effective noise floor of the system, including effects from light leakage
into the system enclosure and CCD noise. Figure 3.3 illustrates the impact of leakage,
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which causes a higher intensity to be measured at the left edge of the image closer to the

Detected Intensity (% of Dyamic Range: 16-bit)

enclosure door. Longer exposure times are observed to exaggerate this effect.
Single Row of Image Data
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Figure 3.3. Dark noise measurement: measured intensity vs. horizontal position

For normal exposure times (less than 10s), the noise floor of the camera is shown
to be less than 1.6% of the full 16-bit range. This corresponds to more than 64,000
resolvable grayscale values, or better than 15-bit effective resolution. In practice these
numbers are overly optimistic because they don’t take into account the top end of the
range. The camera software comes equipped with a histogram function to help the user
fill the maximum intensity level at the fringe peak locations. However, the Gaussian
shape of the beam spot causes the peak intensity values at the edges of the image to be
much lower. Hence, a 12-bit effective value, roughly 4000 resolvable levels, is taken as a
conservative estimate for CCD resolution.
In conjunction with the lens system, the CCD camera also plays a role in
determining the horizontal plane (x,y) resolution. It has a total of 1.3 million pixels, each
6.45µm square.
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3.1.2 Macro Lens Assembly
Magnification and Resolution
A high quality macro lens was selected to help provide the best possible x,y
resolution over the range of desired particle values. The Schneider Makro-Symmar
5.6/80 lens has a focal length of 80mm and a maximum aperture of f/5.6. A long-range
bellows was installed to change the lens-to-CCD distance over the full range of
magnification, from 0.14 to 2.0x. Unlike some other macro lenses, this lens does not
need to be flipped when moving from reduction to positive magnification. The position
curves shown below are based on the ideal lens equation, in which f is the focal length, b
is the lens-to-object distance, and v is the lens-to-image distance [30].

1 1 1
= +
f b v
700

M =

(3.1)

Position Curves for 80mm Makro Lens
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Figure 3.4. Ideal lens curves for 80mm macro lens

In order to achieve a compromise between x,y range and resolution, the lens was
set at a magnification of M = 0.18. Coupled with the 6.45um square pixels in the CCD
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array, the total viewable area is 37 x 49mm, and the nominal horizontal resolution of the
system is 35.4µm per pixel. This number is reasonably close to the eventual z-axis
system resolution, measured to be 22µm (Section 6.1). The true horizontal resolution is
limited primarily by the FTI filtering operations, not the lens magnification or
Modulation Transfer Function (MTF). For completeness, the MTF and distortion curves
are shown here for an aperture of f/5.6.

Figure 3.5. Schneider Makro-Symmar 5.6/80 MTF & distortion curves (re-printed from datasheet)

Depth of Field and Telecentricity
Depth of field (DOF) for the lens setup can be estimated based on calculation of a
circle of confusion analysis [31]. When the object is not exactly in the focal plane, points
on its surface are imperfectly focused on the image plane, and they appear as circles with
nonzero diameter. These Circles of Confusion (CoCs) are used to measure the quality of
focus. From [31], the DOF is governed by the focal length f, the aperture f/number N,
the lens-to-object distance v, and the CoC diameter c.
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Figure 3.6. Circle of confusion diagram

The total system range ∆zrange = 25mm is determined by factors related to the FTI
algorithm, such as the calibration range and large dP assumption. However, the dynamic
viewable range is determined by the lens DOF. This dynamic focusing range dzf governs
the range of z-values over which the image appears in focus. Because the particle is
placed on an adjustable-height tray, the user can move the surface into the field of view
to maximize the clarity of the image. In this way, a large total ∆zrange can be achieved
even if the DOF value is small.
Depth of Field for 80mm Lens at Various Apertures
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Figure 3.7. Depth of field calculation for 80mm lens
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Using Equation (3.2), the dynamic focal range is calculated for the 80mm lens at
several aperture values. In order to reduce speckle noise, the lens is operated at its widest
aperture, f/5.6 (Section 4.3.3). Practically speaking, this means that the dynamic focal
range is limited to dzf of about 10-15mm, which keeps the CoC diameter within 6 pixels
on the image plane.
Definition of a practical CoC limit is a somewhat subjective task. In conventional
photography, the CoC is defined by the number of lines per millimeter on the printed
photograph that can typically be resolved by the human eye. In machine vision
applications, each pixel is intended to provide real surface data, so the ideal CoC should
be close to 1 pixel. The 6-pixel limit is adopted a practical value taken from the x,y
performance of the system after filtering (Section 4.4). It corresponds to 212µm on the
object surface, much smaller than the 1mm horizontal step response of the filter. Slight
blurring of x,y data of up to 6 pixels should therefore not be noticeable beyond the effects
of the FTI filter.
Unlike some machine vision systems, the lens used here is not telecentric. This
means that the system magnification varies with object-to-lens difference. To quantify
this effect, a horizontal calibration target containing a 1/8” grid was imaged at several
different surface heights throughout the 25mm range. Magnification at the focal plane
was measured to be M = 0.183, corresponding to a scale factor of Smm = 28.39
pixels/mm. As the target was moved up and down, the measured scale changed slightly.
At the interior range (+/-5mm from center), the scale deviation was within 1% error).
Over the wider range (+10/-15mm), the scale deviation was 1.9 and 2.6%, respectively.
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Horizontal Scale vs. Surface Height
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Figure 3.8. Measurement of scale error with changing surface height

Use of the non-telecentric lens introduces a small systematic error in the
measurement of horizontal dimensions. In practice, this error can be reduced if the
particle is oriented so that its boundary points are located at similar heights. The variable
magnification error does not affect measurement of the height coordinate z. In future
work, the existing lens could be used to create a variable magnification system. Or, a
telecentric lens could be employed to yield higher x-y measurement accuracy.

3.2 System Layout & Geometry
3.2.1 Physical Layout
The layout of the FTI particle imaging system is equivalent to the basic fiber
coupler design developed by Pennington [13, 14]. Two simple improvements have been
made to Pennington’s design to better facilitate particle imaging: use of a fiber optic
switch at the laser input and an angled mirror for fringe projection and image collection.
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A pair of laser sources is coupled into optical fibers and routed through a 2x1
fiber optic switch. With an included USB interface, the switch allows the user of the
system to easily control the laser wavelength from the main imaging computer. The
output from the switch is routed through an optical fiber to the fringe projection source,
which sits in a sealed enclosure. All optical fibers are designed for single-mode
operation above 600nm.

675nm
SLD

Fiber
Switch

808nm LD

To Fringe
Source

Figure 3.9. Fiber-coupled laser sources and 1x2 fiber switch

Inside the main enclosure are three components: the fringe source, the camera and
lens system, and the imaging platform and mirror. During operation, a particle is placed
on the target platform and the enclosure door is shut, blocking all stray light from
entering the system. Use of the enclosure improves the fringe visibility by eliminating
the ambient light that would otherwise make the dark areas of the image slightly brighter.
As described in Chapter 2, the camera’s optical axis is positioned perpendicular to
the object plane. The fringes are projected at an angle β relative to the imaging axis.
This is critical to the generation of chirped FTI fringes, and it also helps to keep the
fringe source from blocking the camera’s optical path.
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The particle placement system went through two design generations. The original
design centered on a set of different sized needles, each of which could be glued to a
sample and then placed in an articulated mount for full 3D viewing capability. The
technique was determined to be too time consuming, particularly for characterization of
large numbers of aggregate samples. A new plate-mount design was developed that
allows single or multiple particles to be placed on a flat tray. Placement of a 45o angled
mirror in the optical path enables the camera and fringe source to retain their horizontal
configuration, ensuring high mechanical stability and low cost. This angled-mirror
geometry eliminates the need for an expensive stabilized tower to achieve a full overhead
view of the particle (Figure 3.11).

Figure 3.10. Particle mounts: (a) original articulated design; (b) angled mirror & particle tray
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Figure 3.11. Angled-mirror system geometry

3.2.2 Geometry & Resolution
Exact Measurement of Final Geometry
The system geometry evolved over the course of experimentation, with
approximate adjustments made periodically to increase the number of visible fringes or
adjust the projection angle. After each adjustment of fringe source or camera position, a
new system calibration would be performed as described in Section 2.3.1. Eventually,
after a final configuration was established, a simple algorithm was developed to measure
the exact system geometry based on the measured reference fringes.
When fringes are projected onto a flat calibration plate, the Fourier Transform of
each row of data displays a single narrow peak which represents the average frequency of
the fringes. As long as the true zero-order fringe is near the center of the image, the
average measured frequency value is equal to f0, the central frequency of the fringe
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pattern. The effect of chirp can be ignored because it is caused by an xsinβ term in the
phase (Equation (2.2)), which is has odd symmetry and therefore zero average. Equation
(2.5), which gives the expression for f0, is reprinted here for convenience.

f0 =

2a
cos β
λdP

(3.3)

The measurement algorithm applies a Gaussian curve fit to the FFT to accurately
determine the peak frequency f0 = 1.552mm-1. The pinhole separation distance 2a is
accurately measured to be 289µm from images taken during coupler polishing (Figure
3.34), but in the above equation, dP and β are coupled. Therefore, another piece of
information is required to obtain full characterization of system geometry from the
measured interferogram.
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Figure 3.12. Gaussian fit to FFT for measurement of f0

This additional data is a taken from the measurement of the fringe shift with
changing surface height. From Equation (2.10), it can be seen that the horizontal position
of any fringe peak is dependent on surface height. As z increases, the peak x0(M) shifts
toward more negative values of x (note that the mirror reverses the x-axis, causing this
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shift to move toward the right side of the image). By subtracting the fringe peak
positions at any two heights, we obtain the shift value ∆zx0(M) for the Mth order fringe.
Δ z x 0( any M ) = − Δ z tan β

(3.4)

Note that this expression is independent of both fringe order and projection
distance dP. Therefore, it can be used to uniquely determine the projection angle β.
Calibration images at the far edges of the range of surface heights, z = 0 and z = 25 are
compared to calculate ∆zx0(M), from which β is calculated. Then, using Equation (3.3),
the value of dP is determined.
The measured system geometry is summarized in Table 3.1. Unless otherwise
noted, all experiments discussed in this work have been made using this geometry (some
early data were taken using slightly different geometries). Direct measurement of these
parameters from the projected fringes is significantly more accurate than physical
measurement. However, it is still not reliable for surface reconstruction; the pixel-bypixel calibration (Section 2.3) provides much more accurate results at no computational
expense during system operation.
Table 3.1. Measured final system geometry

Parameter
Pinhole-to-Object Distance
Projection Angle
Pinhole Separation
Fringe Frequency
Primary Wavelength
Reference Wavelength

Variable
dP
β
2a
f0
λ1
λ2
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Measured Value
264.7 mm
16.39 deg.
289 µm
1.552 mm-1
675 nm
805 nm
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3.3 Fringe Source Design & Construction
The fringe projection source is the single component that underwent the largest
number of design changes during the development process. At the outset of the project, it
was decided that a fiber optic coupler-based approach, similar to Pennington’s prior work
[15], would be pursued. Use of a fiber coupler has a number of advantages, including
improved system stability, efficiency, and reduced complexity [13, 14].
Section 3.3.2 presents the design and construction of an equalized fiber optic
coupler-based fringe source following Pennington’s method. During this work, it was
determined Pennington’s zero-order fringe referencing approach required a highly
calibrated coupler-based source. A novel fiber length equalization technique was
developed to handle this process, and the coupler was constructed. One serious drawback
to this approach is the time-intensive coupler equalization process, followed by a delicate
installation procedure. These factors motivated the search for a more robust, easily
manufactured fringe source.
As an intermediate step, a classical dual-pinhole mask was investigated for use in
the FTI imaging system (Section 3.3.3). Although the masked source design was
ultimately not used in the final system, it presents an interesting contrast to the fiber
coupler-based approach. Section 3.3.3 shows that the dual pinhole mask lends itself well
to zero-order referencing, allowing the zero-order fringe to be easily identified.
However, the masked source suffers from many of the problems that make an all-fiber
design so attractive: it blocks most of the source power and requires alignment of bulk
optical components.
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Ultimately, development a more advanced fringe referencing technique, the
Method of Multiple References (Sections 2.2.2, 5.2), eliminated the stringent calibration
requirements previously placed on fiber coupler-based designs. Section 3.3.4 presents
the design and analysis of an un-equalized fiber coupler fringe source which realizes all
of the advantages of an all-fiber design without the need for time consuming path length
equalization.

3.3.1 General Fringe Source Geometry & Requirements
The first step in development of a fringe source was to consider its geometry in
terms of the performance and requirements of the FTI imaging system. This analysis is
based on three important performance parameters: (1) measurement resolution, (2)
viewable range, and (3) exposure time.

P0 = 1/fP

WP
θD

∆X

2a

dP
Figure 3.13. General double-pinhole source geometry

Measurement Resolution: The fringe spacing must be optimized to produce the
most accurate measurement of z(x,y) possible. Empirically, this means that the fringe
frequency f0 must fall in the range of 0.6 – 1.5 mm-1 (from Chapter 4).

f0 =

2a cos β
λdP

⇒
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2a cos β
2a cos β
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Viewable Range: The two spots of light must diverge enough to illuminate a
40 x 50mm particle surface. Large beam divergence requires a small pinhole radius WP
and long propagation length dP. Assuming a Gaussian beam spot [32], the following
expression summarizes the pinhole radius required to produce a spot ∆x > 50mm.

Δx =

2λ d P
π WP

⇒ WP ≤

λdP
25π

(3.6)

Exposure Time: The fringe source must generate a high enough intensity beam to
enable relatively short exposure times during imaging. Using a test fiber coupler source
and Helium-Neon (HeNe) laser, the system was observed to require an exposure time of
1-2s. The maximum acceptable exposure time is estimated to be 3 minutes, roughly the
time it takes the line-scan imaging system to make a low resolution measurement. This
limit results in the following optical power requirement, given as the ratio RP in units of
dB. Rp represents the loss of the fringe source relative to a fiber-based design.

⎛ P ⎞
RP = 10 log10 ⎜
⎟ ≤ − 23dB
⎝ Ptest ⎠
The design curves in Figure 3.14 summarize the fringe source requirements listed
above. Part I illustrates that for a given pinhole separation 2a, the distance dP must fall
within the light red shaded range. Once 2a and dP are chosen, Graph II illustrates the
maximum allowable pinhole size WP. If the minimum value of dP is chosen, WP must fall
within the blue range. If dP is set at its maximum, WP can be chosen within either of the
shaded regions.
The dark red regions in Figure 3.14 represent the range of parameter values that
produce a good compromise between system resolution, viewable range, and projected
36
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power. Note that the system’s final geometry utilizes a fringe source comprised of two
optical fibers with 289µm separation. Its close proximity to the object surface places the
geometry at the edge of the ideal range based on these rough guidelines.

Figure 3.14. General fringe source design curves (parts I and II)
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3.3.2 Zero-Order Calibrated Coupler
Requirements: Zero-Order Fringe Referencing

The initial design of the fiber coupler fringe source followed Pennington’s work
very closely. His system relied on dual-wavelength illumination to identify the zeroorder interference fringe on any surface. The zero order fringe occurs along the vertical
line on the imaging surface which is equidistant from the two pinholes. Using an ideal
fringe source, this is identified as the fringe that has the same position, regardless of
wavelength.
An ideal dual-pinhole source contains two tiny spots of light with equal radii and
equal phase, diverging outward in the same direction. A fiber coupler automatically
meets two of these conditions. Because the core size of single-mode fiber is well
defined, the pinholes must have identical radii. The long, thin geometry of the fiber
makes it easy to align the two output paths so that the beams are propagating in the same
direction. However, there is no guarantee that the two output beams will have exactly the
same phase.
A phase offset constant δφ, is inserted into the basic FTI interferogram equation
to account for this reality. For convenience, the exact expression for the surface-varying
phase φ(x,y), is repeated in Equation (3.8).
I ( x, y ) = 2 I 0 ( x, y ) ⎡⎣1 + cos (ϕ ( x, y ) + δϕ ) ⎤⎦

ϕ ( x, y ) =

4π a

z sin β + x cos β
λ d P + x sin β − z cos β

There are two negative consequences associated with a nonzero phase offset δφ.
The offset itself is indistinguishable from the surface-varying phase φ(x,y). If the surface
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reconstruction makes use of the direct expression for z(φ) (Equation (2.4)), this offset
will contribute directly to errors in the measured profile (because of this, a different
reconstruction method is discussed in Section 2.3.1).
Additionally, the phase offset obscures the use of a secondary wavelength for
location of the zero-order fringe. To illustrate this fact, one first must consider the
physical causes for δφ and its resulting wavelength dependence. Unequal phase at the
coupler output is caused by two conditions (Figure 3.15): unequal fiber lengths ∆L, and
physical offset between the fiber end faces doff.

Figure 3.15. Physical causes for coupler phase offset

Of these two physical phenomena, the presence of a fiber length difference ∆L
poses a more interesting problem because its contribution to δφ is wavelength-dependent.
The effective refractive index ne(λ), accounts for both waveguide and material dispersion
in the optical fiber. The end-face offset has no dispersive characteristics because it
represents a path length difference that occurs after the beam has left the fiber,
propagating in free space (n = 1).

δϕ (λ ) =

2π

λ

[ ne (λ )ΔL + dOFF ]
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Using the above relationships, the presence of nonzero, dispersive phase offset
and its effect on zero-order fringe location can be analyzed. As mentioned previously,
Pennington’s method assumes that the zero-order fringe is identifiable as the peak that
does not shift when the wavelength is changed. In this analysis, the two discrete
wavelengths are represented by λ1 and λ2. Typical values are 633 and 830nm [13]. The
zero order fringe location x0 is calculated as the position where the total phase ψ=φ+δφ
is zero. In Equation (3.10), the large dP assumption is made to simplify the analysis.

ψ j ( x) = 0 ≈
⇒

4π a
z sin β + xZ( j0) cos β )
(
λ jdP

(x )

(0)
0
λ= j

dPλ j

δϕ j
≈−
− z tan β
2a cos β 2π

(3.10)

The difference in zero-order fringe peak ∆λx0 location between the two
illumination wavelengths is given below. Note that this position is indeed independent of
surface profile z(x,y). This is the basis behind the dual-wavelength referencing method.

Δ λ x0 ≈ −

dP
1
⋅
( λ1δϕ1 − λ2δϕ2 )
2a cos β 2π

(3.11)

Substituting from Eqn. (3.9), we can see the impact of the physical basis for phase
offset. Due to their normal dispersion, the free space dOFF terms drop out, while the
wavelength-dependent fiber index terms remain. Equation (3.12) shows that an unequal
fiber length will obscure the position of the zero order fringe when the dual-wavelength
method is used.

dP
⋅ ΔLΔne
2a cos β
where Δne ≡ ne (λ1 ) − ne (λ2 )

Δ λ xZ 0 ≈ −
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Polished Coupler Fringe Source Design

Further following Pennington’s work, it was initially decided to polish the ends of
a fiber coupler so that their path length difference ∆L would be as small as possible. The
maximum value of ∆λx0 was chosen to be 5µm, corresponding to the highest
magnification of the camera and lens system. Using the system geometry at the time (dP
= 221.5mm, 2a = 125µm, β = 20.7o) , and assuming a refractive index difference of
roughly ∆ne = 4x10-3 [33], the maximum fiber path length difference was calculated to
be ∆Lmax = 0.66µm.
This very stringent requirement necessitated the development of a new coupler
polishing technique to achieve near-perfect path length equalization. Pennington’s
system requirements were roughly one order of magnitude less severe [13]. This allowed
him to use White Light Interferometry (WLI) as a means of monitoring the length
difference between the two arms of the fiber coupler as he polished them to equal length.
WLI is capable of making an absolute measurement of ∆L with high accuracy [34], using
the coupler itself as a Michelson interferometer.

Figure 3.16. Michelson interferometer for measurement of ∆L using TS-WLI

As the two ends of the fiber coupler are polished, broadband light from a
Superluminescent Diode (SLD) is launched into the fiber coupler, and its reflection is
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detected using an Optical Spectrum Analyzer (OSA). In this analysis and later
experiments, the SLD has center wavelength λ0 = 800nm and spectral width ∆λFWHM =
30nm. The frequency of the interference fringes observed in the spectral (wavenumber k
= 2π/λ) domain give a direct measurement of the path length difference ∆L.
I WLI ( k ) = I 0 ( k ) ⎡⎣1 + cos ( 2 kn e ( k ) Δ L ) ⎤⎦

Figure 3.17. Processing of WLI fringes using sinusoidal curve fitting

TS-WLI Coupler Polishing

As the coupler is polished closer to zero ∆L, the spacing of the fringes becomes
prohibitively wide. If signal processing is performed using the peak difference technique,
which requires at least 1 complete fringe period within ∆λFWHM, the system is limited to
∆L > 7.3um [35]. The peak difference method is sensitive to noise, so sinusoidal curve

fitting was chosen to provide a more accurate measurement. The curve fitting process
has reduced sensitivity to noise because it is a continuous-phase measurement. In this
technique, the fringe data is extracted from the spectrum using a narrow digital bandpass
filter and Hilbert transform normalization. In order to perform the curve fitting, the
fringe frequency must be large enough to separate the signal from the low frequency
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variations of the SLD spectrum. The practical limit is observed as DL approaches 18µm
[36, 37].
In order to avoid this limitation, a new technique called Temperature Shifted WLI
(TS-WLI) was developed to make accurate absolute measurements of very small path
length differences [38]. Although developed for a very specific usage, TS-WLI may
have other applications where measurement of small distances is required.
The basis of the technique is very simple: traditional WLI is used until ∆L
becomes nearly too small to measure. Then, one arm of the fiber interferometer is
artificially stretched by introducing a controlled temperature increase. The temperature
shift generates a predictable, stable increase in the path length difference, allowing the
TS-WLI system to accurately measure values of ∆L smaller than 0.66µm.
Polishing of the fringe source was implemented by first placing the fiber coupler
in a temperature-controlled dual fiber polishing jig. One arm of the coupler was inserted
into a heated copper tube, which was packed with thermally conductive grease. The two
fibers were then polished until their surfaces were relatively smooth and their path length
difference had reached a small but observable value: ∆L0 = 18.7µm. Each fiber was
enclosed with a larger tube filled with insulation, and for thermal stability, the entire
setup was covered by a large foam-lined enclosure.
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Figure 3.18. Photograph and schematic of TS-WLI fiber coupler polishing

During the polishing process, the optical interrogation setup was identical to the
one described in the analysis above. Fringes obtained using the OSA were pre-processed
and analyzed using the sinusoidal curve fitting technique [36]. The path length
measurement uncertainty was observed to average +/-25nm over the course of the
experiment. It should be noted that higher resolution can be achieved with a single-peak
tracking technique, but this method provides only a relative measurement and was
therefore not considered [39, 40].
After the initial polishing was completed, a PID temperature controller was used
to increase the temperature of the copper tube, effectively stretching the fiber inside. The
tube was held at a constant 54oC, and after the system had stabilized, a measurement of
the effective path length difference ∆LM was taken. The increased temperature generated
an increase of δLT = 19.99µm in the measured path length difference.
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ΔLM = ΔL 0 +δ LT
⎛

δ LT = L ⋅ ΔT ⎜ α L +
⎝

1 dn ⎞
⎟
ne (λ ) dT ⎠

The measured temperature-induced shift agrees well with the theoretical
prediction in Eqn. (3.14), in which the coefficient of thermal expansion αL = 5.5x10-7 oC-1
and the thermo-optic coefficient dn/dT = 8.72x10-6 oC-1 determine the increase in
effective optical path length difference [41]. From the length of the heated tube L =
70mm, the thermo-optic relationship can be used to estimate the length stability from the
temperature stability data. Table 3.2 shows that the dominant source of error is the
instability in the temperature of the uncontrolled fiber T2. The total theoretical
uncertainty of ∆L due to temperature instability is less than +/-0.2µm over a one hour
period.
Table 3.2. Thermal stability of TS-WLI: 95% confidence bounds

After ∆L0 and δLT had been accurately characterized, the longer fiber was
polished until the measured path length difference ∆LM was nearly exactly equal to δLT.
The polishing process took place over a 24-hour period, during which T1 was held at a
constant 54oC. Figure 3.19 illustrates the changes in ∆L over the course of the five
polishing steps. The “stable data,” indicated by diamond-shaped markers, are the
individual measurements of ∆LM used to generate a more accurate mean value.
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Figure 3.19. Measurements made during the TS-WLI polishing process

The accuracy of the TS-WLI technique depends on precise temperature control of
both arms of the fiber coupler. While T1 was held at a constant temperature, T2 was
allowed to vary uncontrollably. As shown in Table 3.3, the ambient temperature during
characterization of δLT was 0.1oC warmer than the value of T2 during the final
measurement of ∆L. To compensate for this, a series of 13 measurements were taken
during the two weeks after final polishing was completed (Figure 3.20). A quadratic
curve was fit to the data, resulting in a mathematical compensation for the small
difference in T2.
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Figure 3.20. Calibration of DL for slowly varying temperature DT

The final estimation of the polished equilibrium path length ∆LP = 0.35+/0.22µm fits well within the requirement, even when the uncertainty is taken into account.

The uncertainty is much larger than the measurement resolution of the WLI fringe
processing algorithm, meaning it is likely due to temperature or other environmental
instabilities.
Table 3.3. Summary of final data from TS-WLI coupler polishing
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Installation and Drawbacks of the Polished-Coupler Source

Installation of the polished fiber coupler source was planned in such a way as to
allow adjustment of the fiber end-face offset distance dOFF. Although Eqn. (3.12) shows
that a nonzero dOFF value is not a requirement for identification of the zero-order fringe, it
is necessary for surface reconstruction using Equation (2.4). To achieve this goal, a
custom fiber positioning stage was constructed. During installation, the fiber coupler was
damaged, making the polished fringe source unusable.

Figure 3.21. Installation and breakage of the equalized coupler fringe source

From this experience came several important conclusions about the overall
strategy of using a calibrated, polished fiber coupler. (1) Coupler polishing is a frontloaded, time-intensive process. Should anything go wrong during handling or
installation, a great deal of processing time is wasted. (2) The polishing process leaves
the coupler with overly long output fibers (Figure 3.21). These make the device more
physically delicate, and they also make it more sensitive to perturbations during imaging,
which can be caused by temperature fluctuations or mechanical vibrations.
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3.3.3 Alternative Source: Double-Pinhole Mask
Based on these conclusions, several alternative approaches were investigated after
the incident which damaged the fiber coupler. The design presented in this section was
ultimately not used in the final system (the final unbalanced coupler design is presented
in Section 3.3.4). However, it is interesting in its own right, and it also helps to illustrate
the progression of work as it lead to development of the final imaging system. For these
reasons, the construction of a dual-pinhole masked source is presented briefly here.
Dual-Pinhole Mask Design & Construction

In an attempt to begin quickly generating images, a classical dual-pinhole mask
was constructed as a temporary fringe source. Although it did successfully produce wellcalibrated fringes, several important drawbacks were observed when the masked source
was used in the imaging system. Ultimately, the results of this work help to illustrate the
advantages of a fiber coupler-based approach. A brief description of the dual-pinhole
mask, from the perspective of its performance in the imaging system, is included here.
The primary drawback to use of a masked fringe source is its inherently high loss.
To reduce this loss, the mask was constructed using a fiber-based input with two lenses.
One quarter-pitch gradient index (GRIN) lens was used to expand the beam from the
single-mode fiber input into a large, collimated Gaussian spot. A cylindrical lens then
focused the beam in one dimension, matching it as best as possible to the pinhole
geometry. Using the theory of Gaussian beam diffraction [32], the focused spot size was
estimated to be 22x360µm in diameter at the back of the mask.
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Figure 3.22. Geometry of masked pinhole source

In design of the mask, an algorithm was written to estimate this loss by
integrating the incident Gaussian over the area of the two pinholes. Results of this
calculation helped to guide the choice of source geometry according to the rules
presented in the Section 3.3.1. Although there are no choices that have low loss, a
pinhole radius of 3-5µm provides a reasonable compromise between beam spread and
mask loss.
Power Through Double-Pinhole Mask, (Wx,Wy) = (196,16) μm
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Figure 3.23. Transmitted power calculation: double-pinhole mask

Several double-pinhole masks were constructed to fit within the range of design
parameters in Figure 3.14. These masks were written on two blank pieces of Chromium50
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coated photomask, taken from a photolithography setup. The 100nm thick Cr coating
was measured to have a 24dB loss at 633nm, blocking 99.6% of the incident light.
Pinholes were etched in Cr layer of the blanks using the Focused Ion Beam (FIB)
technique, in which the surface is bombarded with a scanned beam of high-energy
Gallium ions. The conceptual process and final results are shown in the figures below.
FIB Drilling

100nm

Chromium Mask

3mm

Photomask Substrate
(soda lime glass)

Figure 3.24. Blank mask & drilling process

Figure 3.25. Microscope Images of Mask M1 (Front Lighting, Back Lighting)

Figure 3.26. SEM Images of Mask III: (a) Single Hole View, (b) Dual-Hole View
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After etching, the masked fringe source was constructed according to Figure 3.14
and installed in the imaging system. To achieve the best possible stability, the output
fiber was inserted in a ferrule, packaged in a glass tube along with the GRIN lens, and
fixed using UV–activated glue. Use of the fiber as an input source was intended to help
alleviate some of the alignment issues by allowing the laser source to be positioned
remotely, similar to the fiber coupler-based approach.

Figure 3.27. Stabilized fiber & GRIN lens packaging

Figure 3.28. Next-generation dual-pinhole source mount assembly (Side View).
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Figure 3.29. Dual-pinhole fringe source installed in imaging system.

Dual-Pinhole Mask Calibration & Performance

Testing of the masked dual-pinhole source revealed several interesting differences
from the fiber coupler-based device. Of the various etched masks, the one with 3mm
pinhole radius and 150mm separation had the highest manufactured quality and was
chosen as a fringe projector. After alignment, fringes were projected onto a flat target
and imaged using the CCD camera setup. The resulting fringe pattern (Figure 3.30)
shows several interesting features: (1) linear fringes appear as expected; (2) a bright
central spot is visible; (3) a ring-shaped interference pattern is also visible.
The interference rings are an unwanted phenomenon that results from the
construction of the dual-pinhole mask. Because the mask has two interfaces with the
surrounding air, one coated with Cr and the other bare soda-lime glass, multiple
reflections are generated within the mask itself. The interference of these reflections is
thought to generate the ring shaped patterns in the projected image. After a multi-height
calibration (Section 2.3.1), was performed, the noise level of each calibration coefficient
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was measured as the deviation from quadratic fit. Figure 3.31 shows a high level of noise
in coefficient c(x,y) associated with the spurious interference rings.

Figure 3.30. Fringe pattern from dual-pinhole mask, projected on flat target

Figure 3.31. Calibration errors due to masked source interference rings

The bright central spot observed in the fringe projection is a result of leakage
through the blocked area of the mask. This phenomenon is caused by the low attenuation
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of the thin Cr layer, which allows roughly 0.4% of the light to pass directly through the
mask. Both the central spot and the interference rings could be mitigated by using a
mask coating with higher reflectivity and an anti-reflection (AR) coated glass substrate.
However, they can never be fully eliminated.
Although it significantly limits the usable area of the fringe pattern, the direct
propagation spot is very useful for fringe referencing. Even under angular misalignment
of the mask, the zero-order fringe is always co-located with the central spot (Figure 3.32).
The two diverging beams begin as one Gaussian spot behind the mask. Although a tilt
may cause a phase difference at the input to the two pinholes, the two total propagation
paths are of equal physical length. There is a slight difference in optical path length
when one considers the different ray angles through the glass mask itself, but as long as
the mask is thin compared to the total propagation distance, this effect is negligible.

Figure 3.32. Zero-order fringe location with masked fringe source

For all of its drawbacks, the masked fringe source is able to easily perform the
one function that the fiber coupler could not: location of the zero-order fringe. However,
the limited field of view and noise generated by interference from multiple surfaces are
major issues that prevent the system from reaching its full potential. Furthermore, the
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masked technique wastes most of the incident optical power, requiring long exposure
times. It also is prohibitively large and complicated, making it potentially sensitive to
misalignment issues over time.

3.3.4 Unbalanced Coupler for Arbitrary Referencing
An ideal fringe source would combine the best properties of both the fiber coupler
and masked pinhole designs. It should be stable, robust, and make efficient use of the
available optical power. At the same time, the projected fringe pattern must be
referenced, and the fringe source must be compatible with the referencing technique to be
used. The solution developed in this work is more of an image processing technique than
a physical device. Development of the Method of Multiple References (MoMR),
described conceptually in Section 2.2.2, opens the door for use of an un-calibrated fringe
source. Through MoMR, any fringe can be chosen as the reference and the system can
track and uniquely identify it. There is no way to determine which fringe actually
corresponds to zero path length difference, but this is unimportant. Use of the point-bypoint calibration process (Section 2.3.1) allows the system to make accurate surface
reconstructions from any MoMR reference, regardless of its physical geometry in the
fringe pattern.
Construction of Unbalanced Coupler Source

Once the need for true zero-order fringe location was eliminated, it was
determined that a fiber coupler with unequal path lengths could serve as an ideal fringe
source. It should be noted that some reasonable level of path length equality is desirable
for enhanced stability, particularly in cases where temperature fluctuations can cause
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changing optical path length. Based on these relaxed requirements, a fringe source was
again constructed using a commercially-made fiber coupler.
No extensive path length equalization or temperature-shifted WLI measurements
were required to construct the unbalanced coupler source. This not only saved time, it
also allowed the coupler output arms to be made very short: only 1.5cm long. The output
fibers were cleaved and glued into a precision dual-bore alumina tube for support. This
insured that they would be mechanically stable during initial manufacturing and handling,
and also during later system operation.
After basic assembly, the coupler package and dual-hole fiber alignment tube
were glued together on a glass slide for support. Then, the fiber ends were polished
together with the same Ultrapol precision polishing machine used to manufacture the
previous coupler-based source. The process of co-locating the fibers in their final
package and polishing them together is thought to produce a small path length
differential. Optically speaking, the two output paths are sure to have different phase, but
in a mechanical sense, the fibers are essentially the same length.

Figure 3.33. Unbalanced coupler source: conceptual diagram
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200um

290um

Figure 3.34. Polished end of unbalanced coupler source

The dual-bore alignment tube results in a fiber separation of roughly 289µm,
much larger than the 125µm value achieved by placing two fibers next to each other. As
discussed in Section 4.4, the higher frequency fringes generated at larger fiber separations
allow more flexibility in filter design and ultimately result in higher resolution.
After polishing the two fiber ends until smooth, the entire device was packaged in
an aluminum enclosure for protection and installed in the imaging system. Figure 3.35
shows the fringe source package positioned at a considerable tilt. During assembly, no
effort was made to control the pinhole axis. During installation, this meant that an
angular adjustment was required to bring the fringes to a vertical orientation.

Figure 3.35. Unbalanced coupler fringe source, packaged and installed
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Figure 3.36. Installation of unbalanced source in imaging system

Unbalanced Coupler: Testing and Confirmation

Once the simplified fiber optic fringe source was installed in the system, it was
tested to verify its operation and confirm that it would be suitable for use as a fringe
source using MoMR. First, fringes were projected onto a flat calibration target and
inspected for quality. The results show none of the unwanted artifacts associated with the
double-pinhole mask source. For completeness, the deviation of calibration coefficient
c(x,y) is shown in Figure 3.37. The lack of interference rings in the fringe pattern
generates a significantly lower level of noise. As expected, the fiber coupler source also
requires dramatically reduced exposure times compared to the masked design (Table 3.4).
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Figure 3.37. Quality of fringes generated with fiber coupler.
(left) Calibration coefficient deviation; (right) Fringe pattern

Table 3.4. Approximate Exposure Time Comparison

Exposure Time: 633nm
Exposure Time: 808nm

Dual-Pinhole
Mask Source
1 – 4 min
20 – 90 min

Fiber-Coupler
Fringe Source
0.1 – 0.5 s
20 – 60 s

The unbalanced coupler was verified to ensure that its nonzero path length
difference and end-face offset would not impede the system’s ability to locate a
reference. Theoretically, the difference between the fringe peak locations at two different
wavelengths ∆λx0(M) should not change with surface height (Equation (3.4)). This
hypothesis was confirmed by tracking the position of a single reference fringe throughout
a series of 19 calibration images. From Figure 3.38, it is clear that there is no significant
dependence of fringe peak offset ∆λx0 on surface height z. This initial observation
confirmed the feasibility of the un-referenced fringe source, after which work began on
developing the MoMR software algorithm in earnest. More details on the final fringe
tracking process, which ultimately yielded higher accuracy measurement of ∆λx0, are
presented in Section 5.2.
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Reference Fringe Offset Stability
Difference in Ref. Fringe Location:
633-808 (pixels)
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Figure 3.38. Initial confirmation of unbalanced coupler fringe source feasibility
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Chapter 4 Noise & Resolution Calculations
Noise, and the means through which it is reduced, play a critical role in
determining the performance of the FTI profilometer system. This chapter discusses the
sources of noise and the way in which they couple into the FTI-reconstructed surface
profile. Noise mitigation is a two-step process aimed at reducing the amount of noise
generated in the image, and reducing the effect of that noise on the system output through
filtering. An analysis of the additive CCD dark noise is presented in Section 4.2, and
Section 4.3 discusses the reduction of coherent speckle noise in detail. Filter design for
noise reduction and optimal system resolution is presented in Section 4.4.

4.1 Coupling of Noise in FTI Mapping
Noise Coupling Analysis

The FTI algorithm is supposedly immune to intensity noise in the fringe
projection image. From Equation (2.8), variations in irradiance, modeled as either
additive or multiplicative noise, should not couple into the measured phase. During
experimentation, it was observed that these intensity fluctuations do indeed affect the
reconstructed phase.
Interferogram phase noise, which contributes directly to measurement error,
should be negligible due to the high quality of the fiber coupler fringe source and the
point-by-point calibration process. Additive and multiplicative noise, generated by the
CCD array and the coherent speckle phenomenon, respectively, are observed to be
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significant. This section presents a brief analysis to illustrate the conditions under which
these types of noise can generate errors in the reconstructed surface profile.
A noisy interferogram row with finite fringe visibility η, can be expressed as
follows. NA, NB and NC represent the additive, multiplicative and phase noise
components, and I0 is the underlying Gaussian beam profile.

⎧ η
⎫
I N ( x) = N A ( x) + I 0 ( x) N B ( x) ⎨1 + [ exp(iψ N ) + i exp(−iψ N ) ]⎬
⎩ 2
⎭
ψ N = 2π f0 x + ϕ '( x) + NC ( x)

(4.1)

To model the FTI process, the above expression is converted into complex
amplitude form, as was done in Chapter 2.

I N ( x) = a( x) + c( x) exp(i 2π f 0 x) + c* ( x) exp(−i 2π f 0 x)
a ( x ) = N A ( x) + I 0 N B ( x)
c( x) =

η
2

(4.2)

I 0 ( x) N B ( x) exp ⎡⎣i (ϕ '( x) + NC ( x) ) ⎤⎦

The additive and multiplicative noise terms are each be broken down into Fourier
series representation with fundamental frequency fs.

N A ( x) =

∞

∑ A exp(i 2π nf x)
n

s

n =−∞

N B ( x) =

∞

∑B

n

n =−∞

where

= A0 + A+ p ei 2π f0 x + A− p e− i 2π f0 x + ∑ An ei 2π nf s x
n≠p

exp(i 2π nf s x) = B0 + B+ p ei 2π f0 x + B− p e− i 2π f0 x + ∑ Bn ei 2π nf s x

p≡

n≠p

f0
fs

To conceptualize the FTI filtering step, let us only consider the components of
IN(x) with frequency f0. Note that the multiplicative noise mixes with the interferogram
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signal to produce a range of harmonics, which also must pass through the filter. In this
analysis, it is assumed that I0(x) is very slowly varying and therefore exists at DC only.

I F ( x ) = cF ( x ) exp(i 2π f 0 x ) + cF* ( x ) exp( −i 2π f 0 x)
cF ( x) = A+ p + I 0 ( x) B+ p +

η
2

{

I 0 ( x) B0 e (

i ϕ '( x ) + N C ( x ) )

+ iB+2 p e

− i (ϕ '( x ) + N C ( x ) )

}

(4.4)

The phase is calculated from the real and imaginary parts of cF(x), which are
given below.

Re {cF ( x )} = A+ p + I 0 ( x ) B+ p +
Im {cF ( x )} =

η
2

η
2

I 0 ( x ) { B0 cos [ϕ '( x ) + N C ( x ) ] + B+2 p sin [ϕ '( x ) + N C ( x ) ]}

I 0 ( x ) { B0 sin [ϕ '( x ) + N C ( x ) ] + B+2 p cos [ϕ '( x ) + N C ( x ) ]}

(4.5)

The ratio of imaginary to real components illustrates the coupling of various noise
components into the final phase measurement. The expression below ignores the direct
phase noise components NC(x) as they obviously couple directly into phase measurement
errors.
Im {cF ( x )}

Re {cF ( x )}

=

0.5η I 0 ( x ) { B0 sin ϕ ( x ) + B+2 p cos ϕ ( x )}

A+ p + I 0 ( x ) B+ p + 0.5η I 0 ( x ) { B0 cos ϕ ( x ) + B+2 p sin ϕ ( x )}

In a noise-free system, A+p, B+p and B+2p would be zero and B0 would be unity.
If the noise-free conditions are imposed, Equation (4.6) simplifies into its familiar form,
and the phase can be calculated with no errors introduced.
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NoiseFree :
⇒

{A

+p

Im {cF ( x)}

Re {cF ( x)}

, B+ p , B+2 p } = 0 , B0 = 1
=

0.5η I 0 ( x) sin ϕ ( x)
= tan ϕ ( x)
0.5η I 0 ( x) cos ϕ ( x)

The results of this simple analysis show that additive and multiplicative noise
terms can indeed couple into the phase measurement, but only if they fall within certain
frequency bands. These spectral components are represented by the terms A+p, B+p and
B+2p in the above analysis, but in real images, they each involve a finite range of
frequencies similar to the FTI filter width. Table 4.1 summarizes the passbands of the
different noise types. The results suggest that the FTI filter design, discussed in Section
4.4, is vitally important to the performance of the imaging system.
Table 4.1. Summary of noise passband analysis

Noise Type
Additive NA(x)

Multiplicative NB(x)
Phase Noise NC(x)

Noise Source

CCD dark noise

Passband
+f0

Coherent speckle

+f0, +2 f0

--

All frequencies
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Multiplicative Noise Simulations

A simulation was performed to test the above conclusions regarding coupling of
multiplicative noise. Several simulated fringe intensity images were generated, each with
a different envelope. These images were then processed using the FTI algorithm with a
symmetric Hann filter centered at f0 and stretching nearly to DC. Errors in the
reconstructed phase were ovserved by comparing the measured data to its quadratic fit.
This technique provides a qualitative measurement by isolating ripples in the
reconstructed phase, which have similar appearance to the noise observed in real
processed images.
Simulated Phase Error: Direct Comparison, Hann Filter nh = 14
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0
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Gaussian Envelope
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Figure 4.1. Simulation: coupling of multiplicative noise

As expected, the image with the flat envelope had almost zero phase error. A
slight curve appears in the reconstructed phase when a Gaussian envelope is applied.
This is caused by the multiplicative term I0(x), which has very little power in the filter
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passband. Two sinc functions, with identical amplitude and varying period, were mixed
with the Gaussian envelope signal to obtain multiplicative noise simulations. The sinc
function has a flat power spectrum with a finite width proportional to its frequency. The
higher-frequency sinc envelope, which covers the entire passband of the filter (Figure
4.2), generates the largest ripple in the reconstructed phase (Figure 4.1).
Spectral Comparison of Clean Fringes & Modulation Noise

Clean Fringes
Sinc Envelope
Hanning Filter

Power Spectral Density (dB/df)
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Figure 4.2. Illustration of simulated sinc envelope power spectrum

The simulation results confirm the conclusion of the analytical analysis:
multiplicative intensity noise can affect the FTI measurement as long it has components
in the FTI filter passband. Therefore, the filter properties are critically important to the
performance of the system.
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4.2 CCD-Limited Resolution & System Geometry
Additive noise, introduced by the CCD array, is the simplest determining factor of
system resolution. In his previous work, Pennington analyzed the relation ship between
CCD noise, system geometry and resolution, for all points in the imaging area [13]. The
details of this work are not repeated here, but the simplified approximations that
Pennington developed helped to guide the layout of this system. This section presents a
brief discussion of the CCD dark noise and system layout as they pertain to resolution.
The z-axis resolution can be determined by analyzing the sensitivity of the fringe
projection system dφ/dz. From the simplified fringe projection model in Equation (2.3),
in which the pinhole-to-object distance is assumed to be large, we can derive an
approximate expression for dφ/dz over a single image row.
d ϕ 4π a
≈
sin β
dz λ d P

(4.8)

From the sensitivity dφ/dz, it seems that projection of fringes with higher
frequency tends to result in a higher resolution system.

f0 =

2a
cos β
λdP

dϕ
⇒ SZ ≡
≈ 2π f 0 tan β
dz

Pennington’s original work was performed with an 8 bit camera, which was said
to image only 100 effective shades of gray. Because the camera in this system has 16-bit
resolution, its performance should be much higher. Using a conservative assumption of
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4000 grayscale levels (12-bit effective noise-limited resolution), the system can resolve a
minimum phase difference of δφ = 2π/4000.

δz =

δϕ
SZ

=

1
4000 f 0 tan β

< 10 μ m

Figure 4.3 shows the theoretical z-axis resolution for a range of fringe frequency
values. It is clear from the graph that the system has the potential to achieve extremely
high resolution. In practice, noise is a major limiting factor that prevents the FTI setup
from achieving its potential resolution. Although the conservative estimate of 4000
grayscale levels accounts for CCD noise, other sources of noise, such as coherent speckle
limit the system to about 20um resolution. Prevention of speckle noise is discussed in the
next section, and the handling of remaining speckle noise through filtering is discussed in

CCD-limited system resolution δ z (um)

Section 4.4.
Theoretical System Resoultion

7

B = 16.4deg.
10 deg
20 deg
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Fringe Frequency f 0 (mm-1 )
Figure 4.3. Theoretical (CCD-limited) system z-axis resolution vs. fringe frequency

The above analysis shows that, due to the high intensity resolution of the camera
system, z-axis resolution is not one of the primary factors behind the choice of system
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geometry. There are a few practical concerns, however, that helped to determine the final
measurements. To take full advantage of the multi-fringe referencing technique
(MoMR), there should be as many fringe peaks as practically possible. This necessitates
a large f0 value, which can be achieved by moving the two pinholes far apart or by
moving the fringe source closer to the object.
Additionally, shadowing and surface slope concerns dictate that the projection
angle β should be as small as reasonably possible without compromising the optical path
to the CCD camera (Section 5.3.1). From Figure 4.3, smaller β-values tend to decrease
system resolution, but again, all reasonable angles yield better than adequate resolution.

4.3 Speckle Noise Mitigation
Speckle is the granular appearance of a rough surface illuminated by a coherent
light source, a pattern which may be approximated as a random walk process [42]. This
unavoidable phenomenon can be used for profilometry, but the speckle interferometry
process is time consuming and requires a tunable source [6]. Others have used speckle to
measure the statistical roughness properties of the surface, through a technique called
speckle photography [43]. For the purpose of FT interferometry, in which a true 3D
surface map is desired, speckle is considered noise which must be significantly reduced.
A variety of speckle reduction techniques were investigated during the course of
this work, including speckle measurement and removal and wavelet filter-based speckle
noise reduction. Eventually, through use of a low-coherence laser source, speckle was
reduced to a low enough level so as not to be a significant limit on the system. This
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section presents several preliminary avenues that were pursued, followed by the analysis
and implementation of a low-coherence source for speckle reduction

4.3.1 Preliminary Speckle Detection & Reduction Method
First explored was a speckle detection and removal technique. This preliminary
method used a switchable spot source, which was simply a single-mode fiber co-located
with the coupler-based fringe source. For each fringe image obtained, a corresponding
spot image was also collected to measure the underlying speckle pattern.

Figure 4.4. Schematic of switchable spot source for preliminary speckle detection & removal

An algorithm was implemented which simply divided the intensity data in the
fringe image by the data collected in the spot image, and then followed with a low-pass
filter. The technique relies on the assumption that the two images measure the same
underlying speckle pattern. This hypothesis is confirmed by cross-correlation, in which a
single-pixel peak can be observed at when the two images are co-aligned (Figure 4.5(a)).
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Figure 4.5. Preliminary speckle measurement & reduction technique

Figure 4.5 (b) shows the results of the preliminary speckle removal technique for
a single row of image data projected on a piece of 20# white paper. The corrected data is
clearly better than the original raw image, but not good enough for high-resolution
reconstruction. Most of the speckle reduction in this technique was observed to be due to
the low-pass filter, and the spot-source detection was subsequently abandoned. Filtering,
being a critical part of the FTI process, continued play an important role in speckle
reduction through final system implementation (Section 4.4).

4.3.2 Wavelet-Based Speckle Reduction
Wavelet transform was also explored as a means of speckle reduction during
image processing. Wavelet-based adaptive filtering methods have been demonstrated to
effectively remove speckle in ultrasound and Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) images
[44-46]. Also, a pixel-by-pixel maximum likelihood technique has been developed for
speckle removal in SAR and holography applications [47].
Wavelet-based techniques provide good speckle removal performance because the
multi-scale nature of the Wavelet Transform (WT) matches well with the statistics of
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coherent image speckle [44]. The WT operation is essentially a generalized windowed
Fourier Transform. Image data is broken up into windows in the spatial domain and each
windowed data set is decomposed into a set of orthogonal basis functions and weighting
coefficients. Unlike Fourier Transform, those basis functions do not necessarily have to
be sine and cosine; instead they can be chosen to match the physics or statistics of the
problem. The window size is then varied, and the decomposition process is repeated,
hence the "multi-scale" nature of WT [48].
The WT of a row of image data I(x) is summarized in Equation (4.11). The
variables s and u represent the dilation and shifting in the spatial domain used to vary the
window size and location. The function ψ is the wavelet basis function, of which a
complete vector set is created by the windowing operations.

∞

W { I ( x )} = ∫ I ( x )
−∞

1 *⎛ x−u ⎞
Ψ ⎜
⎟ dx
s ⎝ s ⎠

The use of WT as a speckle removal method is shown in Figure 4.6. Row-by-row,
the speckled image data is processed first by logarithmically converting the multiplicative
speckle noise to additive noise. Then a Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) is taken to
decompose the signal. Ideally, if the basis functions are chosen correctly, the speckle
noise will reside primarily in a few terms of the wavelet series. A thresholding algorithm
is then used to remove or reduce the speckle terms while retaining components of the
series corresponding to the desired image data. Inverse operations are performed, and the
resulting data has greatly reduced speckle and is ready to be sent to the FTI image
processing software for 3D surface reconstruction.
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Figure 4.6. Basic wavelet-based speckle removal algorithm (adapted from Achim, et. al. [44])

There are a huge number of parameters to be optimized in an effective WT
speckle filter. First, the ideal wavelet basis must be chosen. One option is the Symmetric
Daubechies (SD) wavelet set [49], which has been used in SAR applications.
Decomposition using the DWT algorithm creates a wavelet tree, with multiple recursive
levels. The number of dyadic DWT iterations must be chosen, three being a suggested
starting point [50]. Choices between decimated and undecimated DWT and hard versus
soft thresholding have a critical impact on the resulting image quality [45].
A set of preliminary wavelet denoising tests was performed using the Matlab
Wavelet Toolbox. This powerful tool has the ability to perform WT image processing
using the full range of parameters discussed above. Figure 4.7 illustrates the speckle
removal results for a 3-level Daubechies DWT with soft thresholding. The test was
performed on images of the same flat paper test target used in testing of the preliminary
spot source technique, and the results show a significant reduction in speckle. Sharp
features, such as the text printed on the target, are well preserved, illustrating the
advantage of the WT approach over conventional Fourier-domain filtering.
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Figure 4.7. Preliminary wavelet-based speckle reduction results

Preliminary results of the wavelet-based denoising show it to be both promising
and complicated. There exits a multitude of processing options and complex auto-tuning
algorithms for speckle removal using these methods. Unfortunately, there is also a wide
variety of particle types which the system must be able to image, requiring a potentially
complicated adaptive speckle algorithm. Work in this direction was considered, but a
more fundamental physical approach, discussed in the next section, was adopted instead.
As the analysis in the following section shows, it is possible to reduce the level of speckle
significantly prior to collection of images, thus eliminating many of the complications
that come with use of a post-processing technique.

4.3.3 Physical Speckle Reduction
The technique eventually adopted for speckle reduction is a two-fold strategy
involving physical means that help to avoid the generation of speckle prior to image
collection. Although there may be some small variations in its effectiveness from surface
to surface, this method is fundamentally more flexible than either of the two approaches
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presented above. By mitigating the fundamental cause of the speckle, a simple, effective
noise reduction strategy is realized.
Collection Lens Aperture

The first step in physical speckle reduction involves simply widening the aperture
of the collecting lens. Raw speckle is a spatially broad-band phenomenon that is limited
by the properties of the lens. Often quantified by the Modulation Transfer Function
(MTF), each lens has unique limits on the resolution it can achieve at various
magnification or aperture settings[31]. An ideal circular diffraction-limited lens has a
MTF given by Equation (4.12), in which D is the aperture of the lens, z is the distance
from the aperture to the image plane, and v is the spatial image frequency (1/pixels) [51].
2
2 ⎡ −1 ⎛ λ z ⎞ λ z
λ
z ⎞ ⎤
⎛
MTF (ν ) = ⎢cos ⎜ ν ⎟ − ν 1 − ⎜ ν ⎟ ⎥ ,
π⎢
⎝D ⎠ D
⎝D ⎠ ⎥
⎣
⎦

ν max =

D
λz

(4.12)

From Goodman [42], the power spectral density of diffraction limited speckle
noise is modeled by the Wiener spectrum w(v), which is spread across the range of
resolvable frequencies v < vmax. The term I2 represents the mean intensity of the image,
and δ(v) denotes the Dirac delta function centered at v = 0.

⎛
⎞
2
w(v) = I 2 ⎜ δ (ν ) +
MTF (ν ) ⎟
ν max
⎝
⎠
This basic analysis illustrates the effect of changing aperture D on the speckle
noise power spectrum in the final image. As the aperture increases, the maximum
resolvable spatial frequency also increases, thus spreading the speckle PSD across a
wider range of v. However, the total speckle power is limited by the mean intensity in
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the image, so the mean power spectral density is decreased. Since a digital camera can
only resolve frequencies up to the Nyquist limit of 1/(2∆pix), the total speckle power
resolved by the system is further decreased (note that nearly all CCD cameras include an
anti-aliasing filter to prevent undesired Moiré effect).
Simulated Speckle PSD vs. Lens Aperture
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Figure 4.8. Reduction of imaged speckle power with widened aperture

From Figure 4.8, widening the aperture (decreasing the f#) clearly reduces the
total speckle power captured in the Nyquist range of the CCD camera. Data in this figure
were calculated using the 80mm macro lens parameters in the idealized model. This
effect is quite visible in the two sample fringe images shown in Figure 4.9. At wider
aperture, the speckle contrast is reduced, particularly in the troublesome lower frequency
range.
Speckle reduction through aperture increase is not without consequence. As
aperture is increased, the effective depth of field of the lens system is reduced, meaning
that objects with extreme variations in surface height may have regions that appear to be
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blurred. Through experimentation, this effect was observed to be negligible for most
surfaces when reasonable precautions were taken during positioning (Section 3.1.2).

Figure 4.9. Speckle Reduction through Aperture Widening:
(left) narrow aperture; (right) wide aperture

Low-Coherence Illumination Source

After making adjustments to the image collection system, the imaging source
became the next focus for further speckle reduction. Again, starting from Goodman, the
speckle contrast C can be reduced by averaging M statistically independent speckle
images added on an irradiance basis (each one, of course, containing identical data of the
desired target). Speckle contrast is defined as the standard deviation of pixel intensity σI
divided by the image mean intensity I.

C'=

σ 'I
I

=

C0
M

This effective averaging can be performed by employing polarization diversity,
spatial incoherence, or temporal incoherence. In the case of polarization diversity, there
are only two possible orthogonal polarization states, so the maximum value of M is
limited to 2. A spatially-incoherent source can be achieved through simultaneous
illumination from different angles [52], but this is impractical for FTI. Wavelength
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diversity, however, is a convenient means of speckle averaging which is compatible with
the coupler-based fringe source. By changing the frequency of illumination, multiple
independent images can be generated [53]. The approximate frequency deviation ∆f
required to achieve statistical independence depends of surface roughness σz [54].

Δf ≈

c

(4.15)

2σ z

Instead of projecting multiple discrete wavelengths, we simply employ a lowcoherence Super-Luminescent Diode (SLD) source which simultaneously transmits a
spread of wavelengths. Equation (4.15) suggests that a broader bandwidth source will
achieve better speckle reduction by effectively averaging more independent images.
However, there is a practical limit to the bandwidth of the source. At the zeroorder fringe position, the rays originating from the two pinholes have equal path lengths.
As the fringe order becomes higher at the edges of the image, the path length difference
becomes larger. Once the path length difference begins to approach the coherence length
Lc of the source, the fringe visibility starts to suffer. This is a well-documented effect
that is summarized in Equation (4.16) below, in which λ0 is the center wavelength and ∆λ
is the FWHM spectral width of the SLD source [30]. In this case, the source is assumed
to have a Gaussian spectrum, x is the horizontal position in the image, and P0 is the fringe
period.

⎛ λ2
⎞
FV ≈ exp ⎜ − 20 2 ⋅ x 2 ⎟ ,
⎝ P0 Lc
⎠

Lc =

2ln(2) λ02
⋅
nπ Δλ

Figure 4.10 illustrates the fringe visibility reduction effect for a variety of
commercially-available SLD sources, using the system geometry from Section 3.2. It is
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clear that use of an extremely low-coherence source will cause fringe visibility issues
near the edges of the image. This theoretical analysis is confirmed by experiment, using
two different coupler fringe sources: one with low-frequency fringes and the other with
higher frequency ones. In the image with narrower fringe period, a higher maximum
fringe order is visible at the edge of the image, and the fringe contrast is clearly reduced
compared to the wide-period image.

Theoretical Fringe Visibility
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Quasi-Coherent Fringe Visibility: Wide Fringe Source
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Figure 4.10. Theoretical fringe contrast reduction for a variety of low-coherence sources

Figure 4.11. Fringe contrast reduction using 800nm/30nm SLD source
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Based on the above analysis, an SLD with λ0 = 675nm and ∆λ = 6nm was chosen
as the illumination source. The short center wavelength helps the system to achieve the
highest possible resolution, and the relatively narrow spectral width means that fringe
visibility will only be reduced by about 10%, even in at the edges of the image. The
selected SLD has a coherence length of Lc = 34µm (Equation (4.16)), which is tiny
compared to the 10-30cm coherence length of a typical Helium-Neon (HeNe) laser, and
is therefore expected to considerably reduce speckle noise.
Speckle measurements using fringes projected on a flat calibration target confirm
the theoretical analysis. Power spectra were calculated and averaged row-by-row for
images taken with the 633nm HeNe laser and the 675/6nm SLD source. Both power
spectra curves are normalized to their DC (average) values, and both curves show nearly
identical power at the fundamental fringe frequency. As expected, the noise level is
observed to be about 9dB lower with the low-coherence SLD source.
30
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Figure 4.12. Speckle noise power spectrum with high and low-coherence sources
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The impact of the low-coherence source was quantified by analyzing the above
power spectrum, the raw fringe data, and the reconstructed phase output of the FTI
algorithm. Signal-to-noise ratio was estimated from the power spectrum by subtracting
the power density at the fringe frequency to that of the noise at neighboring frequencies.
The fringe visibility was estimated by fitting Gaussian curves to the upper and lower
envelopes of the fringe data and applying the canonical formula shown in Equation
(4.17). Interferogram phase was reconstructed using the preliminary FTI algorithm, and
its RMS and maximum deviation from the expected flat-surface values were calculated.
The results of these three measurements are summarized in Table 4.2.
.

FV =

I max − I min
I max + I min

Figure 4.13. Fringe visibility measurement through Gaussian envelope fitting
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Table 4.2. Performance improvement with low-coherence source

633nm HeNe
675nm SLD
Improvement

Coherence
Length
10-30 cm
34 um

Measured SNR
(dB)
19.9
28.8
8.9 dB

Fringe
Visibility
0.89
0.83
-7%

RMS
Phase
Error
0.22
0.13
42%

Max
Phase
Error
0.52
0.26
49%

The above results clearly show that the low-coherence source reduces speckle
noise and has a measurable impact on recovered signal quality. The SNR was improved
by 8.9dB, and the RMS and maximum phase error values were reduced by 40-50%.
These results, coupled with the use of a wider lens aperture, represent a simple, effective
solution to the speckle noise problem.

4.4 FTI Filter Optimization
There are two competing factors that play a role in the filter design process: noise
reduction and surface feature reconstruction. If the FTI filter is extremely narrow, it will
block a large portion of the additive and multiplicative noise that would otherwise
generate surface errors (Section 4.1). However, such a filter would also limit the
system’s ability to represent small surface features. In addition to bandwidth, the shape
of the FTI filter may play a role in determining system performance.

4.4.1 Noise Performance: Filter Shape and Bandwidth
Through simulations and measurements, the effects of filter bandwidth and shape
on surface profile noise were studied. Because FTI uses a digital filtering process, there
are virtually no limits on the bandwidth and shape of filter that can be used. It is well
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known that filters with sharp edges, such as rectangular filters, can cause ringing effects
in the output data [55]. To eliminate these artifacts, two rounded filter types were
considered: a flat-top filter with Gaussian sides, and a raised-cosine filter known as the
Hann window. Both filters were applied by multiplication in the spatial frequency
domain, and both were used to select the upper sideband only.
Testing of the two filter types was performed using real image data taken from an
interferogram projection on a flat calibration target in the focal plane. The interferogram
was projected using a 633nm HeNe laser, which has high coherence. Later analysis
showed that this type of laser contributes significantly to speckle noise, and a different
source was used in the final system design (Section 4.3.3).

FTI Filter Shape & Bandwidth
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Figure 4.14. Illustration of Hann and flat-top Gaussian filter shape and bandwidth

As was the case in the multiplicative noise simulation analysis, the measured
phase was compared with its own quadratic fit to obtain a measurement of phase ripple.
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This normalization is necessary to isolate the noise from the rapidly increasing phase,
which is approximately quadratic for the flat test surface. The ripple observed in the
extracted phase, illustrated in Figure 4.15, was hypothesized to be representative of
bandpass-filtered noise.

Figure 4.15. Illustration of phase ripple due to passband noise

The RMS and maximum phase error curves, shown in Figure 4.16, illustrate the
effects of filter bandwidth and shape on the performance of the system. Of the two
chosen filter designs, flat-top Gaussian and Hann window, there is little difference in the
measured phase noise. Noise-equivalent bandwidth (NEB), however, seems to have a
direct impact on the quality of the output data. The wider bandwidth filters clearly allow
more noise to pass, resulting in higher RMS and peak noise levels in the reconstructed
phase.
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4.4.2 Surface Reconstruction Performance: Step Response
The most common measure of digital filter performance is its impulse response,
which can be visualized in the frequency-domain transfer function curves (Figure 4.14).
However, an impulse, which represents a tall vertical peak with infinitesimal width, is not
a feature that commonly appears on particle surfaces. Therefore, a related parameter, the
step response, was used to study the effects of filter design on system performance.
This simulation is based on a noise-free surface with two step features along the
horizontal axis, 0.1 and 0.25mm in height. Since noise was analyzed in the previous
subsection, a perfect phase map was generated here to isolate the filter-induced artifacts
from the effects of noise. As in the preceding noise analysis, the Hann window and flattop Gaussian filter shapes were analyzed. Both filters were applied by multiplication in
the frequency domain as part of the FTI process.
It should be noted that the analysis in this section is actually based on the
frequency-domain product of a digital FIR pre-filter and the Hann window FTI filter.
This is intended to compensate for the effects of a pre-filtering step used to improve the
fringe peak tracking performance (Section 5.2). The following optimization is performed
on an effective total filter so as to include the results of both filtering steps.
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Total Effective Filter: FTI & Prefilter
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Figure 4.17. Inclusion of all system filters: effective total

Figure 4.18 shows a clear relationship between filter bandwidth (NEB) and fine
detail resolution. As expected, the filter rounds the edges of the sharp-cornered steps.
The wider-bandwidth filter does a better job reconstructing the step, while the
narrowband filter blurs the step into a wide slope. Heavy filtering also contributes to
ripple in the flat areas of the surface. In general, the narrower filters tend to shape the
phase data more heavily, generating wavy, noise-like features in the profile reconstructed
from noise-free data.
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Simulation: Reconstructed Height z (mm)

Simulated Step Response: Hann Filters + Prefilter
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Simulation: Reconstructed Height z (mm)

Simulated Step Response: Flat-Top Gaussian + Prefilter
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Figure 4.18. Illustration of system step response vs. filter bandwidth for two filter shapes

At first glance, the filter shape appears to have very little impact on the system
performance. A closer look reveals a slight difference. For equivalent NEB, the Hann
window filter rounds the corners slightly while the flat-top Gaussian generates a more
exaggerated overshoot effect. Figure 4.19 confirms the expected result; the Hann
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window is one of the raised-cosine shapes designed to generate very low ripple when
used in signal filtering [55].
Filter Shape Comparison: NEB = 0.034
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Figure 4.19. Comparison of edge definition & ripple for two filter shapes

As a compromise between noise reduction and ability to resolve fine surface
detail, a Hann window filter of NEB = 0.034 was chosen for use in the final FTI code.
This filter has a 90/10 step response of 1.0mm, or 29 pixels at the selected magnification
(Section 3.1). The resulting noise performance is demonstrated by the system’s ability to
achieve better than 22µm resolution during testing (Section 6.1).
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Chapter 5 Image Processing
This chapter presents the details of a variety of novel algorithms developed for
processing of FTI data to reconstruct challenging particle surfaces. An overview of the basic FTI
technique, including processing steps developed previously by others, is included in Chapter 2.
The image processing methods developed in this work have potential applications in mapping of
a wide variety of surfaces, but here they are focused primarily on aggregate particles.
One of the project goals was to develop a user-friendly system for large-scale particle
characterization. To meet this goal, a comprehensive software package, complete with graphical
user interface (GUI) was created in Matlab (Figure 5.1). This FTI software is designed to be used
by a graduate level student with simple training; no in-depth knowledge of the methodology is
required.
Where possible, low-level steps of the image processing program have been automated,
but the software does rely on user interaction to make the parameter adjustments required to
handle the wide variations in surface properties presented by the aggregate imaging application.
Future development efforts could include further automation through pattern and error
recognition and adaptive parameter determination.
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Figure 5.1. Screenshot of software developed for FTI aggregate image processing

Figure 5.2 shows a flowchart outline of the main processing algorithm developed for
surface reconstruction. This part of the code is responsible for calculating the unwrapped phase
using the basic FTI algorithm, identifying and bounding discrete surfaces, identifying and
tracking a reference fringe on each surface, shifting the phase, and calculating the profile of each
surface.
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Figure 5.2. Main image processing flowchart
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After completion of the main processing code, the program then enters a post-processing
phase (Figure 5.3), during which the user can choose from a variety of functions to modify and
improve the reconstructed surface map z(x,y) output from the first part of the code. Surface
errors are identified by the user and corrected through re-processing with a secondary reference
fringe and merging of the alternate phase data with the original phase map. A windowing
algorithm automatically locates erroneous data regions at the steep edges of each particle and
removes the bad data from the image. Through entry of the position of the variable height target
platform, as measured with a built-in micrometer, the user can convert the surface height map to
measure the particle’s thickness above its mean resting plane.
The flowcharts and descriptions of the code presented here are meant to be used as an
overview for the program; detailed operation of important or novel algorithms within the code is
described in the following sections of this chapter.
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Figure 5.3. Flowchart of post-processing operations for FTI particle imaging
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5.1 Surface Identification & Boundary Mapping
Surface boundary mapping is performed at the beginning of the program to improve
efficiency by working with bounded images in later operations. Boundary maps are generated
using a visual image, taken under the fluorescent light inside the system enclosure, with no
fringes present. Because the particle positioning tray is covered with a black matte surface, high
contrast can be achieved between the particle surface and the platform background.
Prior to bounding, the user can decide whether or not to apply a gamma adjustment or a
background gradient correction. Based on the a morphological operation known as top-hat
filtering, the background correction is performed using the imtophat() function in Matlab. This
technique is optimized for images with multiple small particles, where a large portion of the
background mat is visible between the objects. Top-hat filtering uses a morphological opening
[56] with disk of radius 50 pixels to ignore all of the small and medium-scale variations in the
visual image. It then subtracts the opened image from the original one, thereby removing any
background gradient.

Figure 5.4. Top-hat filtering for background gradient removal

Next, the grayscale image is converted to binary by application of a threshold, the value
of which is chosen by the user. Variations in mean surface reflectivity between different particle
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types make this threshold value an important parameter. Typical thresholds are 20-40% of the
maximum intensity value.
After thresholding, the algorithm searches the image for regions of connected ones
amidst a background of zeros using bwconncomp() [57]. From the list of connected components,
only the regions larger than a user-defined threshold are selected as objects. The default
threshold value is set at 20,000 square pixels (about 5.7x5.7mm), to prevent dust on the mat from
registering as a particle surface. For imaging of smaller particles, the user may reduce the
threshold value, if desired.
Another morphological opening, this time with a disk of only 20 pixels, is used to smooth
the boundaries, removing artifacts caused by small differences in reflectivity around the particle
edges. Boundary maps are then output for each of the N identified surfaces in the following
format: (1) as a region-of-interest (ROI) binary map (Figure 5.5) where all points on the surface
are ones and all other points are zeros, and (2) as a contour map containing (x,y) values of each
boundary point. The centroid of each object is also calculated using the simple formula below,
where Nxy is the number of nonzero (x,y) points in the binary ROI map; all units are in pixels.

( xc , yc ) =

( Σx, Σy )

(a)

N xy

(5.1)

(b)

Figure 5.5. Surface boundary map of three limestone particles: (a) visual image, (b) binary ROI map
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5.2 Multiple Fringe Referencing
The ability to use an arbitrary fringe as the reference for phase unwrapping is at the heart
of the FTI processing enhancements presented in this work. The Method of Multiple References
(MoMR) [29], introduced briefly in Section 2.2.2, is presented in detail in this section. Use of
MoMR relaxes the requirements on calibration of the fringe source and positioning of the
particle in the image area. It enables multi-particle imaging and correction of surface errors that
can propagate as a result of phase unwrapping. The details of the MoMR algorithm and its
application to multi-surface imaging are presented here; its use as a surface error correction
mechanism is discussed in the next section.
Before the code begins operations using the interferogram data, a pre-filtering step is
implemented to improve the quality of the data. This step is performed prior to FTI filtering,
because it drastically improves the performance of the fringe referencing and tracking algorithm.
A bandpass digital FIR filter is applied in the horizontal direction, and a lowpass FIR filter
smoothes the data vertically. The design and impact of the prefilter on imaging performance is
discussed in more detail in Section 4.4.
Upon visual inspection of the filtered fringe projection image, the user is able to specify a
desired fringe as the phase reference. One primary reference fringe is chosen for each surface to
be imaged. It is important to choose a fringe that extends to the upper and lower bounds of the
particle so that the entire surface can be mapped. Because the FTI processing algorithm and
subsequent fringe referencing steps are performed row-by-row, only the rows that contain a
reference point may be reconstructed (Figure 5.6).
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Figure 5.6. Illustration of reference fringe relationship to mapping area (Repeated from Chapter 2)

Selection of the fringe location is performed by interactive plotting of a user-selected
reference row containing clean data, which is usually near the center of the object. The object
centroid values, calculated during boundary identification, can help in selection of a starting row
and column (yp0,xp0). Comparison between the fringe peak locations in images taken at λ1 =
675nm and λ2 = 805nm yields an initial peak difference of ∆xp0 pixels.
Fringe Tracking

The coefficients (yp0,xp0) serve as a starting point for the fringe tracking algorithm, which
locates the exact fringe peak in each row of the surface fringe projection (Figure 5.8). The
tracking algorithm loops up through the image, starting at reference row yp0, analyzing each row
sequentially. The data is centered at the approximate peak location, windowed to +/-3 or 4 pixels
neighboring the peak, and fit using a quadratic function that is forced to be concave down. The
result of the curve fit gives an exact peak location for the data (Figure 5.7). For each subsequent
row in the loop, the rounded value of the peak from the last row is used as the new center point.
Once the tracking algorithm reaches the upper extent of the bounded surface, it starts over at yp0-
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1 and tracks down to the lower bounded edge. These tracking steps are performed for both the λ1
and λ2 images inside of the same loop.
Peak location through windowed curve fitting has been observed to reduce the effects of
high frequency noise on the location of the reference fringe peak. Because of the nonlinear
relationship of φ(z), this position is key to maintaining accuracy in surface reconstruction [13],
and it is therefore deemed worth the extra processing time required to perform the fitting. A
check of the fitted x0 value against the running average of x0 helps the algorithm to avoid vertical
propagation of errors during the tracking process.
16000

Fringe Track Fitting: Painted Glass Target @ 808nm, row 300
Fringe Data
Peak Fit
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Figure 5.7. Narrow window curve fitting during fringe peak tracking
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Figure 5.8. Flowchart for fringe tracking algorithm
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Fringe Order Identification: Beat Note

The dotted black line that appears in Figure 5.9 represents the beat signal between the
two fringes, obtained by multiplication, low-pass filtering, and Hilbert transform normalization.
Originally, it was thought that the phase of this beat note could be used to uniquely determine
fringe order within a certain range of surface heights ∆zrange. For this technique to work, the
phase of beat signal must shift less than +/-π away from its center position when the surface
height is changed. From Section 2.2.1, under the large dP approximation, the horizontal position
of the Mth order fringe peak is repeated below.

x0( M ) ≈ M

λdP
2a cos β

(5.2)

Reference Row Plot: row 430
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Figure 5.9. Selection of reference fringe starting point
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Under a change of surface height ∆z, the peak position changes by ∆zx0 (repeated from
Equation (3.4)). The fringe peak shift is dependent only on the projection angle β and is
independent of fringe order M and wavelength λ. In other words, the entire fringe pattern shifts
horizontally when the mean surface height is changed. If two interferograms are projected at
different wavelengths, each will experience an identical shift, as will their beat note.

Δ z x0( M ) = −Δz tan β

(5.3)

Using the final system configuration, with λ1 = 675nm and λ2 = 805nm, the beat note
shift is graphically represented from real system calibration data in Figure 5.10. Note that the
direction of shift is opposite from the sign convention in Equation (5.3). This is due to the
mirror, which flips the x-axis in the image. The maximum shift of +/-π occurs after slightly

Single-Row Beat Note (Calibration Target)

more than +/-5mm variation, much less than the desired value of ∆zrange = 25mm
Beat Note Shift vs. Surface Height
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Figure 5.10. Illustration of beat note shift with surface height change

Table 5.1 illustrates the effect of wavelength choice on the beat note and the resulting
limits on system range if beat note fringe identification is to be used. If the primary wavelength
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is assumed to be fixed at 675nm, it is clear that reduction of the secondary wavelength increases
the period of the beat note, thereby extending the useful range of the system.
Table 5.1. Wavelength choice and its impact on beat note period and system range

Source
Main

Secondary

675

f0 (1/pix)
0.0550

T0 (pix)
18.2

fbeat
(1/pix)

Tbeat
(1/pix)

∆zrange
(+/-mm)

635
780
805

0.0585
0.0476
0.0461

17.1
21.0
21.7

0.0035
0.0074
0.0089

288.6
135.1
112.6

17.4
8.1
6.8

λ (nm)

It seems that changing λ2 to 635nm would allow a reasonable vertical range. However,
the choice of illumination source is limited by the availability of lasers at these wavelengths
(values listed in Table 5.1 are commonly available). Due to limited availability of SLD sources
in the visible range, the secondary image must be produced with a coherent source, generating
increased speckle noise. The resulting beat note tends to be quite noisy as a result of the reduced
signal quality in the λ2 image, making it impractical for use as a fringe order identification tool.
Fringe Order Identification: Lookup Table

Instead of using the beat note, a lookup table is generated during system calibration and
later used for fringe order determination during normal imaging. Data in this table are collected
by tracking each of the centermost 45 fringes through the entire set of calibration images (over a
height range of ∆zrange = 25mm). A total of (45 fringes) x (19 z-height images) x (2
wavelengths) = 1710 fringe track vectors are created. Each vector is averaged to determine the
mean x0 location and mean ∆λx0 fringe offset value. These average values are tabulated and
plotted in Figure 5.11.
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Peak Location Difference Δx0 (pixels)
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Figure 5.11. Graphical representation of lookup table for fringe order identification

As expected based on the geometry of the system, the position of each fringe peak shifts
from left to right as the surface height is increased. The difference between the peak positions
under different illumination wavelengths ∆λx0, however, changes very little. From Equation
(5.4), the peak difference between any two fringe orders should not change at all. Unlike the
beat note, use of ∆λx0 for fringe identification is not practically limited to a range of surface
height values.

Δλ x0 ≡ x0( λ1 , M ) − x0( λ2 , N ) ≈ (λ1M − λ2 N )

dP
2a cos β

(5.4)

The sloping change in ∆λx0 that can be observed in Figure 5.11 is a result of a slight
misalignment between the object and pinhole coordinate systems. Moving of the calibration plate
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up and down actually generates a slight translation in the pinhole system. This misalignment
does not affect the surface height measurement because of the point-by-point calibration and
surface reconstruction technique (Section 2.3.1). Essentially, the sum of all misalignment effects
are measured and compensated for during the calibration process.
The periodic nature of the lookup table (peak map) data in Figure 5.11 is equivalent to
the periodic beat note in Figure 5.9 and dependent of the geometry of the system. Changes in
wavelength will change the fundamental fringe frequencies f01, f02, altering the number of fringes
in a beat period (vertical group of lines). If f01 and f02 are made to have a larger difference, there
will be more than 6 fringes per periodic group. Increasing the source-to-object distance dP will
increase the maximum peak difference ∆λx0, spreading the peak map vertically. The projection
angle β controls the horizontal spread of the peak map; increasing it will cause the fringe peak
locations to shift more during surface height changes.
After a selected reference fringe is tracked, the lookup table is automatically consulted to
determine the unique fringe order. First, a set of roughly 12 fringes is selected based on the
average x0 value. Next, the specific fringe is identified by matching the measured ∆λx0 value to
the table. In practice, this technique is found to work a great majority of the time, even for noisy
rough surfaces. Fringe tracking and averaging is a highly effective means of noise reduction,
and the measured x0 and ∆λx0 values are found to be quite reliable. In the small number of cases
where the lookup table technique has identified an erroneous fringe order, it has been observed
that the correct fringe is adjacent in the table. Simple techniques could be employed to make the
algorithm even more robust, such as giving priority to fringes whose peak location corresponds
to the center of the ∆z range.
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Phase Shifting

Once the reference fringe order has been determined, it must be applied to the unwrapped
phase map φU(x,y). It is important to note that φU(x,y) is calculated only once for the entire
image, regardless of surface boundary or reference fringe selection. This is done through
implementation of the standard FTI technique at the beginning of the program. All subsequent
operations can be thought of as independent modifications of the master phase map in order to
prepare it for surface reconstruction over different areas of the image.
The raw, unwrapped phase map begins at φU(0,y) = 0 at the left side of the image for all
rows. Application of a reference fringe simply involves shifting the phase by vector φS(y) so
that φU (x0(y),y) = N·2π at the peak location of the Nth order reference fringe x0. As mentioned
previously, this is a critical step that determines the accuracy of reconstruction for the entire
image row. To avoid roundoff error, each row of the raw unwrapped phase is linearly
interpolated using interp1() to determine a better approximate value at the peak location
φU’(x0(y),y)) from which to shift. The shifted phase φU (N)(x,y) is now referenced to the Nth

order fringe.

ϕS ( y) = ϕU ( x0 ( y), y ) − N ⋅ 2π
ϕU( N ) ( x, y) = ϕU ( x, y ) − ϕS ( y)

(5.5)

Once the referencing of the unwrapped phase is complete, the final step in surface
reconstruction is the application of the point-by-point quadratic calibration set. This
reconstruction process was originally developed by Saldner and Hundley [26] and is presented in
Section 2.3.
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5.3 Surface Error Correction
One of the important consequences of the MoMR technique is its ability to correct
surface errors. This section presents an analysis of the causes of such errors, and their roots in
the fundamental limitations of the FTI algorithm. A detailed method for surface error correction,
implemented in the software/GUI, is also presented here. Corrected surface profile results are
shown in Chapter 6.

5.3.1 Sources of Error
Errors in the reconstructed surface map can be caused by a variety of issues, including
coherent speckle noise. There are, however, some deterministic aspects of the surface profile that
tend to cause the majority of surface errors: steep slopes and step discontinuities. In some ways,
a step discontinuity is a special case of a steep slope, in which dz/dx is infinite, but the FTI
algorithm’s responses to these two phenomena are considerably different and they are therefore
treated separately here. Both types of errors are related to signal bandwidth and the filtering step
in the FTI process. Recall that each row of image data is a sinusoid with phase φ(x,z).
Each row can be considered as a phase modulated (PM) signal with carrier
frequency f0. Based on the system geometry (Section 3.2), the distance dP is much larger than the
maximum values of x or z, resulting in a simplifying approximation for the instantaneous
frequency f(x), derived from Equation (2.2).

f ( x) =

1 dϕ 2a
≈
2π dx λdP

dz
⎡
⎤
⎢⎣cos β + dx sin β ⎥⎦

(5.6)

From the equation above, it is clear that the instantaneous frequency is proportional to
surface slope dz/dx. It is well known that PM signals have infinite bandwidth, but the extent of
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significant spectral content can be estimated by the maximum and minimum instantaneous
frequencies.

f max = f 0 (1 + α )
where

f0 =

2a
dz
cos β , α =
tan β
dx
λdP

(5.7)

Surfaces with steeper slopes therefore tend to have wider interferogram bandwidths,
providing more of a challenge to the FTI filter. Interestingly, the slope-to-bandwidth relationship
is dependent mainly on the projection angle β (the word “mainly” is used here because the above
analysis is an approximation). This means that increasing the fringe frequency, either by moving
the fringe source closer to the object or by spreading the pinholes farther apart, does not allow
the system to better handle steep slopes. Regardless of geometry, the maximum symmetric filter
bandwidth will be +/-f0, and the signal bandwidth is scaled by this same factor. Only reducing
the projection angle β will decrease the sensitivity to steep slopes. Unfortunately, this has also
been shown to reduce overall z-axis sensitivity [13, 14].
Physically speaking, the condition α = -1 represents the shadowing limit, at which point
the illumination rays strike the surface at grazing incidence and no fringes can be seen. At α =
+1, the fringe frequency is double its nominal value.
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Figure 5.12. Physical geometry of surface slope - bandwidth relationship

On a surface with steep slopes, the high and low frequency components of the signal are
attenuated by the FTI filter. In this work the filter is applied by multiplying the FFT of each data
row by a Hann window symmetric about f0 and reaching as close as possible to the DC limit.
Technically speaking, signals with α approaching +/-1 may be within the passband of the filter.
However, the portions of these signals near the edges of the filter are attenuated, reducing their
SNR. In noise-limited systems, the practical bounds on α are closer to +/- 0.5 to 0.8.

Figure 5.13. Visualization of steep slope & step discontinuity errors (preview of Figure 6.7)
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This is result is seen very clearly in the row-to-row errors produced by steep slopes
(Figure 5.13). The contribution of intensity noise lends a random nature to the errors induced by
steep slopes; only some of the rows contain erroneous data. Step discontinuities, however, pose
limits on the system that act in a slightly different way. The maximum height change that can be
measured over a single horizontal pixel ∆zstep is the height at which the phase changes by 2π. In
Equation (5.8), the units for ∆x and ∆z are in pixels; Equation (5.9) has them in millimeters. The
term Smm = 28.39 pixels/mm is the horizontal resolution of the system.

Δϕ step = 2π ≈
⇒ Δzstep

4π a
[ Δx cos β + Δz sin β ]
λdP

λdP

1
≈
−
cot β = 2.1mm
2a sin β S mm

(5.8)
(5.9)

Step discontinuities present a more fundamental problem to the phase unwrapping
algorithm and are therefore not noise-limited errors. Even in a noise-free image, the FTI system
would not be able to reconstruct a single-pixel jump of ∆zstep > 2.1mm; it will incorrectly
recognize the phase as being linear. This result is also shown experimentally in Figure 5.13.
Slope Error Simulations

The role of noise in contributing to steep slope errors has been confirmed through
numerical simulation. Virtual “test surfaces” were numerically generated to have a small ridge
with a triangular cross-section above an otherwise flat surface. Multiplicative Gaussian noise,
meant to simulate coherent speckle was included in the test.
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Steep Slope Simulation: 60o Angle Peak

Phase Map

Surface
Profile

Horizontal Coordinate X (mm)
Figure 5.14. Simulation input for steep slope error analysis

The row-to-row error phenomenon, which is generated when the slope becomes too steep
to reconstruct, is illustrated in Figure 5.15. In the left plot, the reconstructed phase for all three
selected rows is similar. In the right plot, the reconstructed phase varies from row to row. These
variations are a result of noise: the left plot is a noise-free simulation while the right plot contains
multiplicative Gaussian noise.
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Noise+Signal BW Simulation: 2.85 slope, 0.01 Mult. Noise
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Figure 5.15. Illustration of row-to-row error: noise-free (left) and noisy (right) simulations

To quantify this effect, a number of simulations were run on a 60o angle peak to identify
the threshold value of α that would generate row errors. In the noise free image, no errors were
generated until α became larger than 0.8. Under small amounts of multiplicative noise, the
threshold changed to α = 0.75 and 0.6, with increasing white noise variance Vnoise.
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Figure 5.16. Simulation: bandwidth threshold at different levels of multiplicative noise
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5.3.2 Surface Error Correction Algorithm
The opportunity for correction of error propagation is one of the major advantages of the
MoMR technique (Section 2.2). This subsection presents the usage and inner workings of the
error correction algorithm. The code is designed to work with a minimum of user input,
performing automatic decision making en route to combination of two data sets processed with
different reference fringes. Results and performance evaluation of the error correction algorithm
are presented in Chapter 6.
Multiple References and Phase Shifting

After the data has been processed using the primary reference fringe, the user of the
software can choose to enter an error correction mode (Figure 5.3). This part of the code makes
use of many of the same algorithms that are involved in the main image processing, but the data
is handled in a slightly different way. As was the case in the original surface reconstruction steps,
error correction is done surface-by-surface.
If row errors are present, they are clearly identifiable during visual inspection of the
reconstructed surface profile. A secondary reference fringe is selected near the center of the bad
data region. Based on the mechanism for error propagation, it can be assumed that the source of
the errors is located near the interface between smooth and erroneous data. By placing the
secondary reference in this way, one can be sure that the error points are situated between the
two fringes.
The secondary reference is tracked and its order identified using the lookup table
described in Section 5.2. Then, the original unwrapped phase map, which had been generated at
the beginning of the code, is shifted to match the secondary reference fringe. At this point, the
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system has two data sets to work with: the unwrapped phase referenced to the main (Mth)
reference fringe φU(M)(x,y), and to the secondary (Nth) reference fringe φU(N)(x,y).

Figure 5.17. Surface error correction / data combination algorithm
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Image Correction by Selective Combination

The bulk of the error correction code is devoted to reconciliation of the two unwrapped
phase matrices φU(M) and φU(N). The first step in the error correction is to determine the
erroneous rows via fringe order check. The algorithm does this by comparing phase shift vectors
which were used to apply the Mth and Nth referencing. Each point in the vectors φS(M) and φS(N)
corresponds to the phase shift applied to each row of the unwrapped phase. Their difference
yields a row-by-row error vector φE(y) to which a threshold is applied, identifying rows needing
repair. When | φE(y) | > 0 + Eth, a row is identified as having a phase error.
ϕ E = ϕ S( N ) − ϕ S( M )

(5.10)

Phase data combination is done on a row-by-row basis starting at a user-defined initial
row. The data combination algorithm can take two paths, depending on the quality of the data in
the starting row (Figure 5.17). If the user-selected row does not need repair, the algorithm
enters “selective repair mode,” in which bad rows are identified and processed by in continuous
groups. If the user initially selected an erroneous row, the algorithm assumes all rows need
replacement.
The only difference in the two program paths is the row-by-row way in which the
horizontal ranges for data to keep and data to replace are determined. Most surface features are
localized, creating a situation in which it is easy for the user to identify a good starting row. In
this mode, the program loops up and down through the image grouping bad rows into continuous
blocks. As it reaches the first row in a bad data block yb1, it compares the two referenced phase
vectors φU(M)(x,yb1) and φU(N)(x,yb1) to the phase of the prior row φU(M)(x,yb1-1), which is errorfree.
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Δϕrep = ϕU( N ) ( x, yb1 ) − ϕU( M ) ( x, yb1 − 1)

(5.11)

Δϕkeep = ϕU( M ) ( x, yb1 ) − ϕU( M ) ( x, yb1 − 1)

To determine the range of x-values over which to replace the original Mth phase with the
new Nth-referenced phase, the algorithm calculates the comparison vector ∆φrep. To determine
the range of x-values over which to keep the original Mth-referenced phase, ∆φkeep is calculated.
Both values are compared to a small threshold value, and all data falling outside of the “keep”
and “replace” regions are dropped out by setting their values to –∞. Note that, for both
comparisons, the prior row yb1-1 has been checked and determined to be good, meaning that

Unwrapped Interferogram Phaseφ (rad)

φU(M)(x,yb1-1) = φU(N)(x,yb1-1) over the region of between the two reference fringe peaks.

Repair of Phase Tracking Errors
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Figure 5.18. Location of keep & replace regions in first row of erroneous data

After calculation of the xrep and xkeep locations in the first bad row of a continuous block
of bad data, the algorithm converts these limits by interpreting their surface height values in the
adjacent correct row z(xrep,yb1-1) and z(xkeep,yb1-1). These zrep and zdrop values are then used to
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identify the replacement and keep ranges for all subsequent rows in the bad data block. The
value zrep is applied only to the secondary Nth referenced phase, which has good values in the
replacement range. Likewise, zkeep is applied to the original phase φ(M). Both techniques look
for a nearest value to zrep/keep, weighted to give preference to the previous replace/keep
coordinates in the previous row.
This weighted z-based replacement technique has been developed empirically to be able
to handle irregularly shaped discontinuities and other error generating features. Several
examples of the results of this algorithm are shown in Chapter 6.
Image Correction by Complete Combination

If the first row checked during image correction is deemed to have a phase error, which
would be the case for a surface with a step discontinuity spanning its entire height, the algorithm
attempts to replace every row in the data. This process differs from the selective combination
technique only in the way the first row is processed. All other rows are considered to be part of
one continuous “bad block” and are handled by applying the zrep/keep limits obtained from the first
row.
In this mode, the system plots a set of surface height profiles (Figure 5.19), calculated for
two adjacent rows using both the primary and secondary referenced phase data. The user then
manually inspects the graph and identifies the limits of replacement and keep regions. This
process is most reliable with some a priori knowledge of the surface, but reasonable results can
be obtained by simply looking at the derivative of the two curves to find the likely error point.
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Calculated Surface Height Z (mm)
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Figure 5.19. User identification of replacement & keep regions for complete combination
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5.4 Particle Windowing & Error Removal
It has been established steep x-directed gradients are one of the main causes of surface
errors. Unfortunately, most particles are bounded by steep slopes around their perimeters.
Errors that occur in this manner are difficult to correct because it is not possible to identify a
secondary reference on the other side of the error source; the particle’s surface simply ends near
the error point. One solution is to drop out the areas of bad data that inevitably appear near the
edge of a particle.
A narrow windowing algorithm has been developed to perform this function (Figure
5.21). It does not rely on the particle boundary identification data, but instead it works directly
with the reconstructed surface map. The windowing algorithm is able to identify areas
containing uncorrected surface errors, and it constructs a narrow boundary based on this
information to exclude the erroneous data.
The code loops through each of the N surfaces, beginning by generating an error map
zE(x,y). Errors are detected based on their signature row-to-row variations; zE itself is calculated
by contrasting the surface map with its vertical running average. This error map is blended using
a morphological imdilate() [56] function with a large disk of 60 pixels.

Figure 5.20. Surface error map used for windowing
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Figure 5.21. Flowchart for good/bad area windowing algorithm
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The goal of the windowing algorithm is to trace the interior boundary of the error map in
Figure 5.20, smoothing over the small areas where errors stretch into the interior. This is
accomplished by a conversion to polar coordinates and a curve fitting process akin to inflating a
balloon inside the “good” area of surface data. The conversion to polar coordinates is based on
the surface’s center of mass, calculated using the edge boundary definition algorithm earlier in
the program (Figure 5.22, a). The interior boundary of the error region is selected by looping
through a sampling of θ values and choosing the minimum r value within range of the running
average. This sampling rS(θ), is shown a series of blue markers in Figure 5.22, b.
The sampled data is then offset inward by 20 pixels to provide a more conservative
window and fitted with a smoothing spline process. This piecewise cubic polynomial fitting is
ideal for representing the complex boundary features while ignoring spurious error incursions
into the boundary map, such as the protrusion in the lower left corner of Figure 5.20.

Figure 5.22. Fitting of boundary to narrow windowed area
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5.5 Output Data Format
Output from the FTI profilometer is in the form of a three-dimensional surface map that
has been corrected, bounded, and windowed. The software includes a simple provision to allow
the user to approximate thickness of the particle by manually entering the height of the particle
tray as read from a 5µm resolution micrometer.
The geometry of the map is summarized in Figure 5.23. Object boundary data (Section
5.1) is included in the output to give the exact dimensions of the particle in the horizontal plane.
The data itself is a matrix giving the surface height z(x,y) for every horizontal x,y coordinate.
This data can be interpreted as the vertical distance between a point on top of the object and the
plate on which the particle rests (Side View, below). It is important to note that this is not the
actual point-to-point thickness of the particle, but rather the variation above a mean resting plane.

Figure 5.23. Description of 3D output data format
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Chapter 6 System Performance & Results
Performance of the FTI imaging system and processing code has been
characterized and confirmed by mapping a variety of objects included test targets and real
aggregate particles. The term “test target” refers to a regular surface from which
mapping data can be used to infer quantitative properties of the system. Such surfaces
are used in the measurement of accuracy and resolution, and in testing the effectiveness
of surface error correction.
Because the primary application of the system is aggregate imaging, surface maps
have been included for a range of aggregate particles varying in surface roughness,
angularity, size, homogeneity, and color. In several cases, 3D surface maps taken in two
commercially-available imaging systems, an LDI Surveyor 3D Laser Scanner [58] and a
Skyscan 1174 micro-CT X-ray scanner (XCT system) [59], were used to make a
qualitative comparison.

6.1 Accuracy & Resolution
6.1.1 Flat Target Accuracy & Resolution
Basic system accuracy and resolution were determined using data taken from the
calibration process. During calibration, a 2” square optical flat that had been spraypainted flat white, was imaged at 19 points throughout the ∆zrange = 25mm mapping
range. The z-value was assumed to be constant in each image, the phase φ(x,y) was
measured, and a set of matrices was constructed to convert φ(x,y) to z(x,y).
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It is important to note that the accuracy and resolution measurement is not simply
a repetition of the calibration process. During resolution and accuracy testing, 6 of the
calibration fringe images were recalled and processed using the full FTI algorithm,
including application of the fitted calibration data. The resulting surface profiles were
checked for variations above the mean and deviations from the true nominal surface
value to yield accuracy and resolution information. Resolution is quoted as twice the 2D
standard deviation, and accuracy is the 2D root-mean-squared (RMS) deviation from the
true surface height.

Surface Height Resolution & Accuracy
Accuracy = RMS Error

Accuracy: abs(Max Error)
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Resolution = 2*STD

25.0

Height of Flat Calibration Target Z (mm)
Figure 6.1. Z-axis resolution and accuracy measurement

Because the calibration and subsequent φ→z conversion process are based on a
pixel-by-pixel curve fit, it is expected that data in the center of the z-axis range will have
reduced errors. This hypothesis is confirmed by Figure 6.1, which shows the best
resolution and accuracy between z = 10-15mm (in all tests, the focal plane was positioned
at z = 15mm). RMS error is better than 15µm across the entire range with a minimum
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value of 10µm in the center. Resolution (2σ) is better than 22µm, with a minimum value
of 19µm.
The right-hand axis of Figure 6.1 indicates maximum single-point surface error,
which varies from 75µm to 45µm based on surface height. The relatively large
maximum error value is a bi-product of the wavy noise observed in each row of φ(x). In
turn, this pattern largely due to wideband noise passing through the FTI filter (Chapter 4).

Reconstructed Surface Height Z (mm)

Reconstructed Surface on Flat Target, Z = 15.00 mm
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Figure 6.2. Illustration of row noise effect on single-point max surface error
Table 6.1. Summary of measured resolution & accuracy

Over Entire Range

Over Z = 10-15mm

Surface Height Resolution

+/- 25 µm

+/- 20 µm

Surface Height Accuracy
(RMS Error)

15 µm

10 µm
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6.1.2 Step Response
Analysis in Section 4.4.2 showed that the FTI filter tends to smooth sharp corners
in the reconstructed surface profile. This effect is quantified through measurement of the
system’s step response; based on FTI filter simulations, it is expected to be 1.0mm in the
horizontal direction. Additionally, the pre-filtering step adds a slight smoothing effect in
the vertical direction that otherwise would not exist in basic row-by-row FTI.
The step response of the system was tested by measuring a target with a ∆z =
295µm step in both the x and y directions. The target was machined out of aluminum
and painted with flat whit spray paint. Its thickness was measured using a micrometer
with 10um resolution (similar to Figure 6.5). This step target was designed to have a
sharp discontinuity which would be small enough to avoid the need for surface correction
(tested in the next section). Fringe projections were processed using the FTI code, and
the resulting reconstruction clearly shows a flat step. Quality of measurement statistics,
summarized in Table 6.2, show very small values of 2σ resolution and RMS error in the
regions on top of and surrounding the step.

Figure 6.3. Reconstruction of Step Test Target (plan and isometric views)
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Table 6.2. Step height measurement statistics

Region
Step
Background

Measured Z (mm)
Mean
2σ
12.369
0.019
12.083
0.023

Micrometer Plate
Mean
Offset
12.375
0.01
12.080
0.00

Z Error
Peak
RMS
0.037
0.011
0.044
0.012

The step response is defined as the horizontal distance over which the transition
from 10 to 90% of the reconstructed step takes place. From Section 4.4.2, this quantity
should be independent of step height. In the horizontal and vertical traces below, the step
response is measured to be ∆xstep = 1.26mm and ∆ystep = 0.32mm. The horizontal
measurement corresponds quite well with the theoretical value of 1.05mm. Although the
theoretical vertical step response was not calculated, it was expected to have a smaller
value because the image undergoes only one vertical filtering step during pre-processing.
Step Plate #2, Horizontal View
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Figure 6.4. Step response test (horizontal and vertical traces)
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6.2 Surface Error Correction
Quantitative Results: Test Target

A test target, specifically designed to contain the two types of error-generating
features described in Section 5.3.1, was machined from an aluminum block and painted
with the same flat white spray paint used on the calibration flat. The target contains three
flat regions of differing surface height, separated by two major features: a 60o/2mm slope
on the left side, and a -6mm step discontinuity on the right. Both surface features run the
length of the object and are oriented vertically so as to test the multi-reference error
correction algorithm at its full potential. This orientation is most challenging to
conventional FTI processing because it maximizes the gradient in the direction of fringe
variation dz/dx. The 60o slope represents a bandwidth coefficient of α = 0.51, and the 6mm step discontinuity is considerably larger than the ∆zmax = 2.1mm maximum
resolvable value.

Figure 6.5. Slope/step target for error correction testing: (a) imaging, (b) physical measurement
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Prior to imaging, the thickness of the target was physically measured at 12
different points using a micrometer platform with 10µm resolution. Each location was
measured twice to reduce error. Measurement of multiple points along the length of each
face helps to account for any target wedge angle that may have been introduced during
machining. A small ridge on the upper flat of the target, left by imprecise machining,
necessitated taking a fourth row of data.
Desc.
Upper-L

Upper-R

Center

Lower

all units in mm
Point # Meas A
1
13.22
2
13.22
3
13.24
4
13.16
5
13.17
6
13.19
7
11.11
8
11.10
9
11.12
10
4.93
11
4.92
12
4.95

Meas B
13.21
13.21
13.23
13.18
13.16
13.18
11.10
11.10
11.12
4.93
4.92
4.94

Average
Point
Region
13.22
13.22
13.22
13.24
13.17
13.17
13.17
13.19
11.11
11.11
11.10
11.12
4.93
4.93
4.92
4.95

Figure 6.6. Measurement map of slope/step target

The test target was imaged and first processed using the N0 = -5th order fringe
positioned entirely in the central flat region. The resulting surface reconstruction, shown
in Figure 6.7, contains evidence of both major error types. The steep slope produces
noise-limited errors that propagate to the left edge of the object, preventing accurate
reconstruction of the upper flat region. The characteristic row-to-row noise is present,
indicating that in some rows, the noise was low enough to allow for phase tracking in the
high-frequency slope region.
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Figure 6.7. Uncorrected surface profile: slope/step test target

The region to the right of the step discontinuity appears to be reasonably flat, but
the step reflects a raised area instead of a decrease in surface height. This is indicative of
a step discontinuity, which cannot be reconstructed, even in a noise-free system.
Error correction was performed by re-processing the phase map using two
additional reference fringes, N1 = -23 and N2 = 19, located on the upper and lower flat
regions, respectively. In the case of the right region, every row contains an error. In the
slope-induced error region, the vast majority of rows were also identified as having
incorrectly matched phase. For this reason, both corrections were performed by
purposely starting at a “bad row” so as to replace the entire error region vertically.
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Figure 6.8. Reference fringe choices for test target surface correction

The surface correction results are shown in Figure 6.9, in which both the upper
and lower flat areas are faithfully represented. The system is unable to reconstruct the
region immediately adjacent to the two error-causing features, but it successfully prevents
these errors from propagating through the rest of the image.
Comparison of the reconstructed surface data to the physical measurements of the
slope/step target gives a quantitative evaluation of the error correction algorithm. Data
were collected from the reconstructed surface profile in three vertically oriented regions
corresponding to three of the four groups of physical measurement data from Figure 6.6.
The group containing points 1-3 was ignored because it was positioned largely outside
the viewable area of the system.
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Figure 6.9. Slope/step test target after surface error correction

The results of the slope/step test (Table 6.3) show that the multi-reference error
correction algorithm is able to eliminate the propagation of errors with no significant
degradation of data quality. The surface resolution is between 18-25µm for all three
regions, and the RMS error is between 16-30µm. This data suggests that the resolution
and accuracy are better in the center of the image, where in this case, the surface height is
closer to the focal plane.
Table 6.3. Quality of error corrected data: resolution and accuracy

Region
Upper R
Center
Lower

Corrected Data
Mean
2σ
13.194
0.022
11.121
0.018
4.905
0.025

Micrometer Plate
Mean
Offset
13.173
0.02
11.108
0.01
4.932
-0.03
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Qualitative Results: Error Correction on Aggregate Particle

When the multi-reference error correction technique is applied to an aggregate
particle, one can see the need for selective row replacement. A test particle of crushed
river gravel, roughly 30x40mm in size, was imaged and processed using a main reference
fringe near its center, spanning its longest dimension. This particular rock contained a
shallow, deep groove on its surface which proved to be a challenge to the FTI algorithm.
A colormap of the uncorrected surface, which is windowed around the actual boundary of
the particle (no windowing for error removal was applied), is shown in Figure 6.10.
Surface errors are clearly visible propagating from x = 20mm toward the left edge of the
particle.
Visual Image

Z (mm)

Figure 6.10. Gravel particle with uncorrected surface errors

To correct these errors, a fringe passing through the region of bad data was
selected and tracked as a secondary reference. Figure 6.11(a) shows the original reference
at the center and the alternate reference to the left of the fringe map. The error-causing
discontinuity appears as a bright spot in the lower left region of the surface. The smooth
indentation on the right side of the particle did not cause errors.
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Figure 6.11. Tracking of alternate reference for error correction

An image row containing good quality surface data was chosen as the starting
point for alternate fringe tracking so that the correction algorithm would enter selective
replacement mode. This operating mode is most appropriate because the particle
contains several localized error-causing features. Row-by-row identification and
replacement of error regions is illustrated in Figure 6.11(b). The algorithm automatically
defines the “replace” and “keep” regions based a comparison of each block of erroneous
data to its nearest neighboring row of high-quality data.
The results of the error correction process are shown in Figure 6.12, in which the
colormap is intended to give a direct comparison to the original erroneous image. An
isometric surface view, which includes the outer boundary of the particle, is shown in
Figure 6.13; data the isometric image has been windowed using the bad area data
removal algorithm to exclude the small jagged features and uncorrected area near the
particle edge.
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Figure 6.12. Colormap of corrected gravel surface profile (not windowed)

Figure 6.13. Isometric view of corrected surface, windowed to remove edge errors
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6.3 Multi-Surface Imaging
To demonstrate the use of multiple reference fringes for multi-surface imaging,
three small limestone particles, roughly 10-20mm in size, were laid out and imaged
together on the system platform. Unlike single-reference systems, no special particle
placement techniques, such as embedding in a background map to limit step
discontinuities [10], are required.

(a)

(b)
Figure 6.14. Multi-particle imaging. (a) Visual image, (b) Surface boundary map
(repeated from Figure 5.5)

The processing algorithm first used contrast mapping to identify the boundaries of
each particle, discovering three distinct surfaces. Next, three separate reference fringes
were chosen and tracked individually across the extent of each particle. The master
unwrapped phase map was shifted by the software three times, and each bounded surface
was reconstructed and placed on the same map. The narrow windowing algorithm was
used to confine the output regions of good data only. Figure 6.15 shows the particles in a
plan view contour map, and Figure 6.16 shows them in an isometric view surface map.
The boundary of the third particle is outlined in the isometric view.
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Figure 6.15. Plan view contour map of multi-surface profile

Figure 6.16. Isometric view surface map of multi-surface profile

For purposes of qualitative confirmation, the third limestone particle was imaged
using the two commercially-available 3D profilometers listed in the introduction to this
chapter. Figure 6.17 Figure 6.18 show the 3D particle reconstructions from these two
systems, with an attempt to orient them in the same way as the plan and isometric views
shown above. Several characteristic features, including the triangular raised portion in
the lower left corner of the particle, are clearly visible in reconstructions from all three
systems.
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Figure 6.17. Limestone Particle Comparison: XCT System

Figure 6.18. Limestone Particle Comparison: Laser Line-Scan System
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6.4 Aggregate Particle Characterization
Data presented in this section are meant to illustrate the system’s capability to
handle a variety of particle properties. A brief description of the processing methods
involved, such as boundary mapping, windowing, and error correction, is given for each
example.
Small Particle Imaging: Crushed Gravel, 3-8mm

Crushed gravel, taken from a quarry in Montgomery AL was used to illustrate the
type of information obtained from small particles. Seven gravel samples, sized 3-8mm,
were placed on the particle tray. Projected fringes were analyzed using the MoMR
technique with seven different reference fringes. The data quality windowing algorithm
was used to remove errors at particle edges.

Figure 6.19. Demonstration of multi-particle imaging with small gravel particles
(visual image & reconstructed surface data)
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Fine Particle Imaging: Limestone Sand, #50 ( > 300um)

Fine limestone sand was used to test the lower size limit of the system. Six sand
particles were selected and placed on a smooth black tray for imaging. Unlike the black
matte paper used for larger particles, the smooth tray does not have any vertical features
that might obscure imaging of the objects. The two-dimensional boundary recognition
algorithm was set to recognize any particles with area larger than 100 square pixels
(350um x 350um), and all six particles were recognized. The visual image and boundary
map are shown in Figure 6.20.

650 x 860 um

Figure 6.20. Individual sand particle mapping: visual image & boundary map

Unlike prior reconstructions, mapping of the sand was performed by tracking the
reference fringe across the background plate prior to windowing. This order of
operations gives the MoMR algorithm more data points to work with when calculating
fringe order. It is permissible as long as the sand is not more than 2mm tall. Tracking of
the main reference and secondary correction fringe is illustrated in Figure 6.21.
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Figure 6.21. Fringe tracking on background plate and across fine sand particles

The resulting surface profile, after a correction and application of the boundary
map, shows three of the six sand particles recovered (Figure 6.22). These three particles
are the ones with larger horizontal dimensions (600µm or greater). The smaller sand
particles, whose maximum horizontal measurements are less than 400µm, are not mapped
by the FTI algorithm.
This measurement illustrates the lower limit of the system. Although the twodimensional boundary mapping technique can theoretically handle particles as small as
2x2 pixels, the filtering step in the FTI algorithm prevents the system from mapping such
small particles. As the horizontal dimension of an object becomes larger, its presence is
correctly recognized in the filtered fringe pattern, and it can be accurately mapped. Thus,
the minimum horizontal particle size is determined to be approximately 500µm. (Note
that the vertical size is of lesser importance because FTI is a row-by-row operation). In
conjunction with the 50mm field of view, this gives the system a horizontal dynamic
range of roughly 100:1.
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Figure 6.22. Reconstructed surface map of fine particles
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Regular Rough Surfaces: River Gravel, 25mm

A large river gravel particle, taken from the Nolichucky River area in Tennessee,
was imaged to illustrate the reconstruction of regular rough surfaces. This particle has a
rounded shape but contains small scale roughness visible as pock-marks on its surface. A
secondary reference fringe was used to correct error propagation in the lower left region
of the particle. Several small areas of lost data, which appear as tiny black spots at the
bottom of the colormap image, indicate the origins of these phase errors. The windowing
algorithm was used to remove erroneous data in the steep areas at the left and lower
particle edges, but the majority of the surface is successfully mapped.

Nolichucky River Gravel: Surface Map

Nolichucky River Gravel: Colormap

z (mm)

X (mm)

Y (mm)

Iso View
Angle

Figure 6.23. Mapping of regular rough surfaces (visual image & reconstructed surface data)
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Irregular Rough Surfaces: Granite, 30mm

Crushed granite particles, taken from a quarry in Forsyth, Georgia, proved to be
one of the more difficult groups of particles to image. These rocks combine a variety of
challenging features: they have large-amplitude surface roughness, irregular coloration
which includes bits of translucent quartz, and they are highly angular. A medium sized
granite particle was imaged to illustrate the system’s ability to handle these more
challenging surfaces. As the results show, the challenging properties of this particle are
well-handled by the FTI technique.

Figure 6.24. Illustration of irregular rough surface imaging: crushed granite
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Angular Surfaces: Iron Ore Particle, 25mm

A large iron ore sample given by the Michigan Department of Transportation was
mapped to demonstrate the system’s performance on angular surfaces. Unlike the several
of the previous samples, the iron ore particle has very little small-scale surface roughness,
but it does have considerable large-scale angularity. A sample with a two-dimensional
peaked shape was chosen for this reconstruction. The resulting images show that, by
themselves, steep slopes are often not a major concern. Only when they are coupled with
considerable speckle and inhomogeneity-induced noise do they require error correction.

Figure 6.25. Demonstration of surface mapping on smooth, highly-angular surfaces
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Chapter 7 Conclusion
Motivated by the need to develop improved models for aggregate performance in
pavement design, this work set out to develop a 3D mapping system for rock particles.
The method of fiber coupler-based Fourier Transform Interferometry (FTI) was chosen as
the basis of the system design because it is accurate, simple, stable, and generates results
much faster than existing scanning systems.
Several key limitations were discovered that prevented the direct application of
existing FTI techniques to the aggregate imaging application. The use of a single fixedorder reference fringe places strict requirements on the fiber coupler fringe source and
eventual particle placement during imaging. Surface error propagation, resulting from
phase unwrapping, and inability to image multiple discrete particles are two of the
negative consequences that accompany traditional FTI techniques.
In order to resolve these issues while retaining the attractive attributes of FTI, a
novel method of phase referencing, the Method of Multiple References (MoMR), was
developed. This simple technique uses a lookup table to uniquely identify fringe order on
unknown surfaces, allowing the user to select multiple arbitrary reference fringes in the
projected interferogram. MoMR removes the prior limitations on particle placement,
enables multi-particle imaging, and provides a means for surface error correction.
Additional developments, such as an original analysis of noise in FTI systems,
filter design and optimization, surface boundary identification, and data quality
windowing help to make the developed technique into a complete package. A fullyfunctional FTI imaging system and graphical software interface were developed, and the
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entire system was tested on a range of calibration targets and aggregate particles. The
system is shown to have better than 22µm surface height resolution, and it has been
tested in single and multi-particle imaging over a wide range of aggregates varying in
color, texture, angularity, size and homogeneity.
The FTI system is intended for use in a large-scale study of aggregate properties
and their effects on pavement performance, which may ultimately change the way
highways are designed and constructed. However, the analysis and techniques developed
in this work are not limited to aggregate mapping. Its variable scale, high 3D resolution
and ability to image rough surfaces make it an ideal candidate for use in manufacturing,
quality control and research. Almost any object, including challenging rough and
discontinuous surfaces, can be profiled with high 3D resolution using this technology.
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